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,NOW TAKING FORM
New Government for Rus-
sia is Looming up.
DOUBT GIVING WAY
TO BETTER CONFIDENCE.
Witte Is Slowly Selecting His Cabi-




St. Petersburg, kv. 7.—The pro-
ject for a sweeping extension of the
suffrage in elections to the national
assembly, promised by the emperor,
is publieheck
After the first days of confusion
arid doubt following the issuance of
the marrikeito giving a constitution to
Russia and nominating Count Witte
premier, the latter's new government
appears to be getting fairly ender
way.
The cabinet with which Count Wit-
te will undertake the difficult tisk of
,guiding the nation on its new course
of constitutionalism and preerenting
'the racticet and agitatory elements
from driving it on the rocks of revo-
lution, is now beginning to take form.
Two Brothers.
The names of the two Shipolfs, one
of them Ivan, having been Gouda Wit
te's former assietant in the ntististey
of finance end his aesociate at Por.s-
ntuth N IL, and the other Dmitri,
the Moscone 4emstvoriest, who was
president a the first Zemetvo con-
gress, are semi-authoritatively an-
nounced as his selection., respective-
ly. for minister of finance and comp-
troller-general. N. Nernecheieff, pres-
ident of the Southwesters railroad,
who, as the Associated Peeve is in-
formed, is recommended by the rail-
Mod men to risoised Prince Pilkoff, is
now on his way to St. Petersburg to
cotisider the tender cd the portal:di°
of way. and communications, avith
the nomination of Prince Alexis Obol
ensky as procurater-getseral of the
Holy Synod already 'wetted.
This provides ever of the eight TITID
{sterna poets at the disposition of the
premier. Renee Uruse& imtii recent
ly ',overpay of Tye,, may also be call
ed to a cabinet position yet unde-
termined.
iDlaippointed.
For the two meiotic* for educa-
tion and justice Count Witte Int
been disappointed in obtairring the
men he originally desired, but he has
• other porsibk cabinet timber in view
for these pietas, Though Dmitri Ship
oft is no longer in sympathy with the
Zerrisvo majority, which in the inter-
vals of the first and second common
progressed so far beyond hie pan-
Slaviet ideas that he failed to secure
election as sr member of the bureau,
he will rally to the support 9; the
Sew eabinet a strong inction of eon-
sereative Zernetverists who are also
followers of nan-Slavism whose doe-
ttine is the development of a Russian
gorernment on Russian tines. They
believe that the West European and
American model" ere not suited to
the Slav people.
Dmitri Shipoff it a man of sound
- etitilefnative ideas, who, like Prince
Troithelskoy, dared to make a nand
against the weeping current which
carried away most of the Zentetvoists.
The detection of M. Nemechaieff is
esrparently good. He is a practical
'"es el', affairs, veho has had long ex-
iii rand-del . achninistration
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BRIDGE FOREMAN LINDER EX-
PIRED .QF THE INJURIES
YESTERDAY.
Mr. David Dunn Lost His Youneest
Child at Smithland—Mother of
Miss Anne Bird Stewart
Dead.
Yesterday morning shortly after 4
o'clock Mr. E. B. Linder, of Chien's°,
died at the railroad 'hospital, where he
iva.t. brought from West Point, ty.,
for the purpose of being treated for
injuries received the day before when
he fell from the Illinois Central
bridge at that place.
The deceased was overseer of the
bridge work for the road, and while
engaged at hie duties, fell from the
structure to the ground many. feet be-
low, where be landed with foroe strffi-
dent to break 'hie back. His injuries
were temporarily droeseed and he sent
here, eddying on the 3:45 o'clock
train yesterday morning. He wo
taken from the depot to the hospital
in an ansbulausce, but died in a feel
moments.
The deceased was 31 years of Age
and left a wife and several children
in Chicago. The body is being 'held
by Undertakers Pool & Nance await-
ing instruct one.
Child Died.
Word reached here yesterday that
the day before Mr. David Dunn, of
Sinithland, lost hie youngest
that expired of. scarlet fever.
(ilk) Mel been riCk several days, and
will be boned today. Mr. Dunn is
the banker of there whose wife died
several rnotsths ago and whose fine
residence was destroned by fire week
before last.
Mrs Stewart Dead.
Yesterday news reached here that
Sunday morning there died in Cincin-
nati as the result of paralysis, Mrs.
Samuel W. Stewart, mother of Miss
Anna Bird Stewart, who was last year
connected with the city public eichooki
Paducah. The deceased was about
6oe years of age and left a hothead,
one son, Dr. Thomas Stewart, end
four daughters.
LEASED HOTEL.
. Leonard. of Grenada, Miss., takes
New Century Hotel.
--
Mr. Leonard, the hotel man of
Grenada, *sc. has leased for five
years the New Century hotel at Daw-
son Springs. commencing the first of
next near. He iwas at the springs the
past summer, and so well pleased
with the handsome hostelry that ha
took a tease on same for the period
mentioned. The hostelry was run
the past peasotnhy krice Brothers, of
Dawson.
tentative for each een000—and ex-
tremes the suffrage to the great class
of eintellectuak" poreeseing college
degrees who have been the -heart and
soul of the refierrn movement. Vot-
ers also under the new regula-
tions include tenants paying an-
nual rent of j240, petty traders exclPl
the lowest class, holders of high
school diplomat and officials of
Petersburg and Mo9COW with salanes
of no less than $600. A revision of
the electoral lists will be undertaken
iminediabety in Order t to inteefeee
with the convocation of the natioetal
assertiny at the end of Janeary.
_ Provinces Quieter.
The news from the provinces indi-
cates the dying down of the reign of
not and license following the prointil-
.tbe imperial_
mai conditione are gradually restfm-
ing. The most interesting deeelop-
mane are id Poland, where a Fetish
national movement has blossomed
forth under favorable conditions.
, The greatest manifestation has oc-
curred in Warsaw, where the townie
decorated with Polish flags, whine
di5.play heretofore has been treated
as a crime. A giant derninnistration
iacludttig egtoo9 persgns, was organ-
ieed, paraded the streets and listened
to speeches *livered by Henrik Sieve
kiticwicz, the author, and other Poles.
The demonstration passed off without
linterferience tor disorder, though inthe Jewish quarter, where anti-Jew-lb attecks were feared, sevoen persons
suspected of being provocatiiry agents
of the police service were. Icille4 by
the enraged populace after the. na-
tionalist parade.
Quiet at °deem.
Odessa, Nov. 7.—All quiet lesse to-
-"Y -ss' #
vriZ. 1 • 4
THAT THE PEOPLE RULE
WAS PROVEN YESTERDAY
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. THEY ASSERTED THEIR POW-
ER AT THE POLLS—MOST D ECISIVELY IN SOME INSTAN-
CES—PENNSYLVANIA AND OHIO ISEDEEMED FY BEING
W!R.ENCHED FRQM TILE GANS& WEICH_ HAD I ONG HELD_ _ _
THEM IN' BONDAGE, WHILE NEW YORK WAS NOT LOST,
THOUGH THREATENED—THERE WERE SURPRISES WHICH
CAN BUT GLADDEN ALL.
THE VOTE IN STATE AND CITY
THOUGH LOUISVILLE STILL REMAdN6 A "MACHINE" RIDDEN
CITY, OTHER PLACES HAVE LESS TO GRIEVE THEM THAN
HERETOFORE—SOME DEMOCRATIC STRONGHCTLDS GO
OVER TO THE ENEMY BECAUSE THE PEOPLE INSIST ON
RELIEF THROUGH A CHANGE— PADUCAH AGAIN GOES
REPUBLICAN THROUGH THIS INFLUENCE.
LATEST INFORMATION IN SPECIALS TO REQISTER
New York, Nov. 7.—The World
conceders the election of McClellan
for mayor by 35,000 majority arid
places Heirst as second. It .also says
the indielebions point to the election
Osborne, the Tammany candidate
qc district attorney, over Jerome,
was sanding for re-election.
McClellan's Success Conceded,
New York, Nov. 7 ---McCleihin's
election as mayor is conceded by ev-
ery paper but the Journal. Osborne
defeets Jerome for (intact attorney.
Hearst Is Calming Election.
New York, Nov. 7.—Hearst is
claming his election as mayor.
The Jerome-Osborn race for dis-
trict attorney is in doubt. Latest re--
turns make both the mayoralty and
attorneyship contest uncertain.
e • Philadelphia Redeemed.
'irlriladelphia, Nov. 7.—This city has
eertainly ruled the republican "'me-
thine." The Weaver, or independent
ticket, has been elected The gang
which so long ruled for gain has been
routed horse, foot and &ragmen The
success of the independent ticket is
overvitelming
LOUISVILLE "MACHINE" WINS
In An Election Marked With Much
Disorder and Conflict.
Louisville, Nov. no—The democratic
candidates for *hoot ' trustees are
elected by overioniehming majorities.
This indicates the ebection of the en-
kire democratic ticket by more than
.coo. Thirty-one precincts Which
have reported 'how democratic gains.
The election here was marked by
the greatest disorder. Dr. James Rol-
lam a fission worker, sod Frank Bar•
boor were dangerously injured in af-
frays and seven others were 'ikewise
seriously injured.
Poynter Claims U. S. Senatorship.
Louisville, Niov. 7.—The legina
two of this state is safely democratic.
is elected ennyor of Louistelie
toy &coo. both itisti 'democratic inane
cipal and county tickets % are elected.
However, several legislative districts
sore in doubt. Litilerlee, democratic
representative, is probably def-ated
Judge Paynter's Manager claims the
legislatuhe chosen insures his election
as United States senator.
Mkryland goes democratic. This is
conceded.
lliassachusetts is republican by ful-
ly 35.000. It is aeclean sweep.
Decleres Victory of Frauds. ,
-C40444•Clie9" theeeleetionnefe
Barth by 2,500 majority and says .the
election was won by the greatest
frauds ever practiced within the his-
tory of the City. . •
The constitutional amendment is
lost. The vote everywhere was large
against the change.
Jim Margie is 'certainly defeated for
judge in Brearflitt county.
Rerraker, democratic candidate for
state senator from Harrison ,coteity,
is probably defeated.
,OHIO LOOKS DEMOCRATIC.
Democrats Win ih Cincinnati and
Claim Pattison's Election:
- —
Col WM btis, 0., Nov. mom-
plete return, point to the election of
the denonatic candidate for mayor
in Cincinnati by about to.000.
George B. Cox, the republican born,
issues a statement saying he is done
with politics.
Pattison, the democratic cernendate
•••
for governor, carried Hamilton coun-
ty and Cincinnati by a large majority.
His election is claimed by his sup-
pouter,,
•• Grows Better.
Columbus, 0., Nov. 7.—Puttison,
the democratic candidate for gover-
nor, carries Cleveland and Cincinnati
by ;Soon Johnsen ie re-elected may
or of Cleveland. Dempsey, democrat,
is elected mayor of Cincinnati.
The democrat, are still claiming
the election of Pattieori as governer.
THROUGH ANOTHER CHANNEL






The ction has been the mo5t re-
inarkable one in the city's history.
During the tarty hour, of the day
t here were arrests of prominent fu-
sion leaders. but from 12 o'clock un-
til the polls closed the time woe given
to hustimg for votes. Hundreds of
fusionists appeared at the . voting
places tinned with pick *handles and
other weapons, but with few excep-
tions meek no effort to use them.
There was very tittle repeating de-
spite the low) cries that there would
be molt of this 9011 of ttng done.
The midnight euenta of the
Courier-Joinnal is to the effect that
the state has gone democratic by a
majority greedy i wises of that ofg;
last year. It loo s though it will
be ao,000 Or more,
In New York City it seems to be
Mcfnenen and Jerome by fair major-
ities.
In Philadelphia the reform party
won by from 6onoo to 75,000 majeir-
ity. .
Pienissylvania has likely gooe dem-
ocratic.
Lonisglnis, jeov. 7.—Except perhaps
tire Members of the legislative ticket
lt look, at this boar (io p• as if
the entire democratic ticket in this
count'', and city was eketed by a ma-
jortte nnignig frimi now to 6eroo.
from ont of precincts showing
11 1:rei:Jaournal has retells
Barth t) 15.337, sad O'Neil
(neerubitaa) 73,973. • The majority of
the remaining pretincts are consider-
rink stresighohis and when
are ail in it e thought
flows malty reach those
Democrats Sweep Stite.
Reiiorts from over the state chow
that the democrats have swept every-
thing before them. In thirty coun-
ties ofFneally heard .from the demo.'
reale have carried twentydrinn wnh
rg in doubt. 14 not po:,,iblc,-
howifir . at this hour to Su-ocast
went' result the election as far as
heard from will have on the senator-
ial ehrtion.
Gcnernor Beckham. who is there to-
night: says that. it is much too early
to exprets an opinion but that be Ss
eminently satisfied with the election,
particularly the work of the Louis-
ville dertiocrate.
Onn eubseantist victory was gained
by die republicans. Oneo nominee ha's
a majority of six in the county. The
balende of the democratic. county
ticket was elected by the metal major
ity of about esoo. •
• •
MANY DEMOCRATIC VICTORS,
Though New York's Vote Is Too
008e to Be Satisfactory.
Louisville, Nov. 7.—The reported
defeat of Judge Hargis in Breathitt
is cogflrmed. He lost to Sewell Taut-
iCoestnued Ott Fourth Page.).
• "




Mergenthaler-Horton People Lost a
Skin by Theit—News-Frenn
Police Headquarters.
Patrolman Scott Ferguson was the
clerk at the Plow Factory precinct
yesterday, and afiter the election was
over he started to seal the ballots
with the wax that has to be melted
into a molten fluid before it can prop
erly seal the package together. While
doing this he painfuly burned his
hand to which needical attention was
given by Dr. Horaoe Rivers.
Skiff Stolen.
The Mergenthaler-Horton Basket
factory of Meeharricsburg, yesterday
morning reported -to the police that
the night before a skiff of theirs was
stolen from their landing.
• Grocery Burglarized.
Grocer Nclen, of opposite the poor
farm on West Tennessee street, yes-
terday reported to the police that the
night before thieves •entered his place
of business arid stole cigars, tobacco
and other geode.





Story Whidh Comes Via Chicago and




Washington, Nov. 7.—Senator Cul-
lom laid before President Roosewelt
the complaint of a former Chicago
business man who is now a resident
of Havana. The Chicagoan accuses
the Cuban government of rrsalicious
hostility to Americans and American
imerests; of rentisstress, through fail-
ure to execute adequate plans for the
'establishment oil sanitary regislatio7,
and., finally, of a purpose to forneE -
ropean alliances that will be destruc-
tive of trade relations with the United
States.
American busines men in Havana,
according to the Ctricago merchant,
are subjected to many petty anooy-
ances. Their goods are held up in
the custom house for interrnigible
•
Probably Stolen Goods. 'n •periodis, while the goods of Engiish
The police have at 'headquarters a mel•German competitors are peepedbox of cob pipes and tobacco they vv how  question. EAVCY ordinance
found behind the peanut factory at
First and Washington streets. They
believe it is stolen goods- and then
thrown away by the culprits.
Little Disorderly.
Ellis McKane, white, was arresteil.
yesterday morning by Officers Senate
and Clark on the charge of beim;
drive* arid disorderly
Alleged Immorality.
Toni Bates and Lizne Jones, color-
ed, were arrested by Patroknen Sen-
ses and piatic on the- charge of im-
morality.'
Devoloartas Charged.
James Ward, wine, was arrested'
by Officer. Cross and Terrell on the
charge of being drunk.
DUEL TO THE DEATH.
Man Killed and Another Will Die as
Result of Fight.
Irvine, Ky., Nov. 7.—Is a fight last
night here between Sidney Stacy, the
chef *3 police, and George Akorne,
of Irvine, the latter was inuantly kill-
ed and Stacey was shut twice and
will die.
The two rhea had been at outs for
some time, anis yesterday Alcorne,
who had been absent from the city
for several months, Neural*.
According to the story of the affair,
as told by an, eye-witness, Alcorne
was on his way to hie home when he
met Stacey. Without a word the two
men pulled their pistols and com-
menced firing at each other.
FINE NECKLACE.
Thousands Looked et It Yesterday
at Bleich's Establishment.
Veeterday thenriends of people
stopped in front of the John J.
Bleich jewelry establishment on
Bioadway near Third street, to take a
Ipok at the necklace fornverly belong-
ifig to Mrs. Caseie Chadwick, the cel-
ebrated wotrian swindler of Oberlin,
Ohio, who wrecked the big bank and
held the attention of the world for
many months.
The necklace contains over goo dia.
enerneesemideina—most--beetrtifut
valued at $3o,000. Mr. Breech is keep-
ing it in the vault of *le American-
German National bank every eight
for protection The necklace will be
on eirtribition until temorrow, in the
sense windtow.
BOY MISSING.
Forest McIntyre Suddenly Left and
Nothing Known of Whereabouts.
and general law ghat can hie invoked
to ancoy restesin them is brought
into play. sometimes without provo-
Galion. Wises they complain to the
authorities they are told frankly that
Cubs hoe oo use for the United States
ad cart get along without American
capital or American businese risen.
The most erricess count of the in-
dictment btought against Cuba by the
Chicagoan refers to the failure of
the Cuban government to keep the
cities of the island clean. They have
abandoned sewer building in paeans,
Cienfuegos and Santiago and the
streets of these and other cities are
fast resuitilig. the normal condition
filth which pberacteeized them pre-
• so ihe imr wish Spain. The
Chicagoan Ilya that it?. a Alexi time
Ilit'y will !become pestilential andSreeders oi yellow fever on a scaleequal. to the which existed eight
years. ego.
The authorities simply lases and
shrug their shoulders when they are
a...Iced to explain the reason why they
are not executing the plans of the
American military government for the
estabfidlement of permanent systems
of san'tation. They retort that they
are not sit raid of yelk)w fever; that
they are immune and that Americans
are the ones who have reason to fear
its ravages. High government offic-
ials say that if the United States. are
(Continued on Page 5.)
Me. and Mn. Robert McIntyre, of
1639 Jones street, report the myster-
ious disappearance of thein i8-year-
old son, Forest McIntyre, who left
some daye ago and has never been
seen or heard of sinoeTthen by the
family or friends. The parents are
searching for him and believe the boy
went sway with A. A. Oowk, who
formerly served in the U. S7 navy,
and who intended resuming that life
When he left here. it is feared he
carried the lad away with him to join
also,
ANDREWS ELUDES POLICE_
Murders His Mistress and Then Corte.
mats Suicide.
-§lin Francisco, Nov 7.—Milton
Pflettlelin Areikews, wanted for the
sensational lburdtr of Bessie ,Bouton
at Colorado Springs, shot and killed
his female companion, Nut& Olivia,
then killed himself last night.
Andrews was wanted for a murder-
ous assault on William Ellis at Berk-
ley. The police located the couple at
748 McAllister street, this city, and
when they were about te enter the
house tonight Andrews killed the wo-
man and then ended his own life.
When the bodies of Andrews and
the woman were taken to the morgue .
a typewritten paper; prepared by An-
drews, was found on the woman's
person TeiWit teur—Ter-enPro-
sic Booton. •
A little over a month ago Anirewe
and the woman arrived here from
Australia. On the voyage they forme •
ed the acquaintanct of William Ellis.
a horseman. Ellis was known to
have considerable mosey in his pos-
session.
When Andrews and the woman en-
gaged a cottage at Berkeley they in-
vited him to luncheon., During the
meal Ellis was struck in the head
with a hammer and- the woman fired
a couple of shots at him, but they
missed their mark. Ellis managed to
escape and notified the police.
A search of "the cottage showed
that the pair had made complete prep-
arations nor disposing of Ellis' body.
The couple fled and were not located
until tonight.
•
Prince Louis, of Battenberg, who is
now visiting this country, hag com-
pleted his visit be Wasbington and








REV. W. H. BOURQUIN TRYING
TO GET THE SECRE-
TARY HERE.
Lawrence Is One of the Promi-
nent Laborers of the World
for Sunday School.
.7f7
Rev. W. H. BOurquin, cf the Evan-
gelical church, of South Fifth street,
is trying to get one of the greatest
-Sunday school workers of the world
• to come there this winter, he being
.-Marion Lawrence, of Toledo, 0., who
'occupies the exalted position of sec-
t retary of the international associa-
tion, which consists of every worker
the world over.
Rev. Bousquin is the president for
Tilts coont(s work iii t t droa, t Men
and on!)- two weeks ago had Field
Worker Rev. Gebauer, of Henderson,
to come here and remain ten days
arousing interest and organizing dis-
trict associations out in the county.
The Paducah divine now wants M.
Lawrence there, and has written him
if he cannot come to see if it caunot
he arranged that one of the assistapts
get here.
,Mr. Lawrence has been secretary
for the international organization a
long while and travels all over the
world in prosecuting his worlst He
is a great speaker, a man of much
force and magnet/srn and always does
worlds of good.
Mk. Bourquin has not yet heard
frorrit him, but anticipates a response
within a Short
The balance of the city and coun-
ty will be organized into districts on
Thanksgiving day by Rev. Bourquin
and assistants, who started this new
idea of organization while Rev. Ge-
baiter was here.
CONFEDERACY.
AN ANNUAL ELECTION OF OF-
FICERS WAS HELD
YESTERDAY.
Daughters of the Confederacy Pledge




B. Ogilvie & CoONE ORGANIZED AMONG PU-PILS OF THE WASH-INGTON SCHOOL.
Board of Rata-at-ion Postponed Fr
Last Night Until This Even-
.ing Its Monthly Session.
The young men of the high school
department of the city schools yes-
terday afternoon held a meeting.and
organized an tiaMetie elub that -will
give all character of events of this
kind, such as football, baseball, bas-
ketball, tennis, etc.
The officers elected for the chin
were: 'Brent Janes, president; Felix
St. Yohn, vice president; Reuben Bag-
by, secretary, and David A. Yeiser,
• -sr—
The boys will bold regular prac-
tices, and at the time they Are devel-
oping their mental capacities will look
after their health and physical con-
stitutions. They intend giving en-
tertainments, meet ahl comers for ath-
letic events and conduct a general
sporting club among themselves.
Yesterday afternoon at the meeting
of the Daughters of the Confederacy
with Mrs. Dr. David G. Murrell, at
her home on Broadway near Seventh
street, there Vea5 held the annual ekc-
tion of officers to serve lor the ensu-
ing twelve months. The gatittrittg
was of especial interest on account of
this fact, and also from the stand=
point of bekorning asi ociated witk
the Confederate veterans of this citis
in raiong funds for the handsome
monument to be constructed on the
Carnegie library lawn, out of memory
to the Southern women's loyalty dur-
ing the civA war.
During the election yesterday those
chosen were as follotvs for the re-
spective places: Mrs Dr. Joseph W.
Thompson, president: Mrs. John L.
Webb, first vice pnetsident: Mrs. Mar)"
turnett, second vice pres.ident; Mrs.
'William T. Anderson, tirird vice pres-
ident; Mrs. Birdye Campbell, issord-
ing secretary; Mrs. Joseph Gardner,
corresponding secretary; Mrs. James
Koger, treasurer; Mrs. Louise Max-
well, historian, and .Miss Mary K.
Sowell. registrar.
Dr. I) G. Murrell is chairman of
the ccnnimittee from the James T.
Walbert camp of Coniederate veter-
ans that has charge of the question
of raising the funds for the women's
monument, and he met with the ladies
of the chapter and laid before them
ths proposit3on. By a unanimous
-vote the ladies decided to render all
the .assistanoe possible to the weer-
ants not only by personal efforts to
solicit subscriptions and donations,
but in a financial way out of their
own treasury.
Meaning of the Word "Chauffeur."
(Brooklyn Eagle
"Every tirne I pick tip a newspa-
*per," said Colonel Remserr Montague,
"I see something about a chauffeur.
'A chauffeur has run his car at the
rate of ninet_y miles an hoar, 'A chant
- fetir has been fined for over-speeding,'
and so on. Now, I will wager a large
to-cent Fir de Swergas cigar that
not one person in a thousand who
reads those articles or the man that
writes them knows the real meaning
of the word chatiffenr. It is an old
provincial French word that was orig
inally applied to robbers who went
about the country entering farm-
houses and torturing farmers to tell
where they had hidden their money.
It was used as a derisive appellation
by the French to the drivers of the
first onoloe wagons and now it has
come into general use. The French
also use it to designate a fireman or
stoker and in English chemistry it
denoteu a small stove for 'melting
metals. It is entirely out of place
when used for drivers of a motor car
and he should be called a motorist or
something like that."
Henry Sugg, of Morganfield, Ky.,
Shot and tonally • wounded Ernest
Browder at Mt. Vernon, Ind.
JUSTICE BARBER ISSUED OR-
DERS IN THE RAILWAY
CAS-a:S.
School Board.
Last evening was the regular meet-
ing time for the board of education,
but on account of the election an
adjournment was taken until tonight,
when there will be brought up and
transacted the monthly business for
the body.
Several matters of importance come
up, one the selection of several school
teachers and the other that of suing
the city for the schools' portion of
the back, municipal' taxes.
1111iss nappy Newell's resignation
was effective this afternoon, that fact
being basest on the presumption that
the board would meet last night and
choose her successor, but as the trus-
tees postponed their meeting, proba-
bilities are this popular teacher will
be prevailed on to remain until to-
morrow and inttruct her room, as




STYLE AND QUALITY CONSIDERED, WE CLAIM TO SELL YOU
A BETTER SUIT FOR THE PRICE THAN ANY OTHER HOUSE
IN PADUCAH; WHAT'S \ MORE, THERE ARE NO EXTRAS AT-
TACHED TO THE PRICE OF OUR GARMENTS. WE DO NOT
CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS.
Prices $12.00 to $35.00
Ladies' Coats.
LADIES' HIGH-GRADE COATS, STYLISH U P-T 0 -DA T E
SHAPES AND PATTERNS. COLD WEATHER COMING;. BUY





VESTS—PEELER COTTOtN, MEDIUM WEIGHT;
FRENCH BAND PANTS TO MATCH 
HAND TRIMMED;
25eAND 50t
UNION SUITS—FINE QUALITY PEELER COTTON; MEDIUM
WEIGHT; HAND TRIMMED; PERFECT FITTING 50e AND $1.
EXTRA SIZE VESTS—EXTRA FINE QUALITY; MEDIUM
WEIGHT; HAND TRIMMED; FRENCH BAND PANTS TO




Out of Date Plumbing is Un ealthy
If your plum 'mg is out
of date, the mein crs of your
Leusehoid are c natant:), risking their
1-,alth. Defect; e plumbing generates
germ-bearing se en gases which pollute
the atmospheretand cannot help but be
breathed by t4 occupants.
Let us exantine the condition of ycur
plumbing, contort defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
74.‘dass1. Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
€. Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.




Do you want a first class Job by an
expert jworkman? If you do take
it to
john 3. Skid% 'meter.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
MUST TRY THEM Le B. Ogilvie Co 
This Morning the First Case Up Is
That of Elmore Townsend
Against Noel Gaines.
Justice Barber nestelrday notified
the lawyers that they must appear
before tsim tomorrow and have pro-
ceeded with the ca-se charging Motor-
man James McNeal with carrying con
cealed weapons. He also issued the
same instructions to them regarding
the WQ rrtwit charging Motorman
Grundy Rose with flourishing a re-
volver. The lawyers have had all the
testimony taken in the Rose case, and
nearly all in the McNeal proceeding,
but keep putting off the arguments
until now probabilities are the magis-
trate will decide the actions imme-
diately if the lawyers do not resume
them.
First Case Up.
The firstscase to come tip this morn
ing before Judge Reed in the circuit
court is that of Elmore Townsend
against Noel Crahves for $1o,00o dam-
ages. The proceeding is a most in-
teresting one on account of the un-
usual circumostannes surrounding it.
Next Saturday Judge Reed will dis-
miss the jurors and commence trying
the equity docket, which is submitted
to him individually, and the proceed-
ings tried. He continues court with
this docket until the last 'if the month
as criminal court convenes here the
first Monday in December, which is
the ath,
Truthful Verdict.
A clergyman who had accepted an
o
invitation to officiate at Sunday serv-
ices in a neighboring town entrusted
his new curate with the performance
of his own duties. On returning
home he asked his wife what she
thought of the curate's sermon.
-"tt-tsus -Vier isomer- mte—
heard," she replid, promptly—"noth-
ing in it at all."
Later in the day the clergyman
meeting his curate, asked him how
he had got on.
"Oh, very well," was the reply. "I
didn't have any time to prepare any-
thing, so I preached one of your un-
used sermons."—Harper's Weekly.
Isonts Levy, a distinguished French
architect, either jumped or fell from
a flat window in San Friancinco. He
was instantly killed.
Chief Justice Hobson rules that
congress did not give the federal
courts jurisdiction where the plaintiff
and one of the defendants were citi-
zen* of the state.
Shot in Political Quarrel.
Eva flIF Ville, md., Nov. 7 e ph
Steele, a prominent politician, was
fatally shot by Oharje Stone last
night. The men qttgereled over pol-
itico.
Agents for Butterick Patterns.
HEALTHFUL PERFUMES. , GRAVITY AUTOMOBILE.
Atthough perfumes have been used
by moat of mankind for over 3,00o
years their value ati a therapeutic
agent has only recently been demon-
strated. The perfumes of flowcra or
those coming from plants are said
to be the most healthful and sooth-
ing to the nerves and those afflicted
with diseases of a nervous character.
According to the doctors the .tent
oi violets is a national sedative, hav-
ing the power of subduing or toning
down a nervous system or tempera-
ment whose equilibrium is easily dis-
turbed.
In the "Materia 'Medico," the doc-
tors' book of drugs and medicaments,
there are 17 items with which the vio-
let essence is incorporated. In cases
of cancer violet leaves have been pro-
duct.ve of absolute cures.
Rue, a strong-smelling plant, gives
forth an ediencc which has been
found to ast beneficially in many and
various ways. For liver complaints
the sniffing of a few drops of the es-
sential oil, shaken on a handkerchief,
has produced relief. Spasms; severe
indigestion and other forms, of stom-
ach trouble have been removed by
soaking a piece of linen tn the per-
fume and fastening it to the pit of the
stosnach by a flannel hand for a few
hours. Headaches, steepinese, low-
txus, of spirits, have often passed
away through the use of the essen-
tial oil of rue, or to a scent made up
of it.
While perfumes made from mint
have often beert used to drive away
a fit of sleepiness, yet at night time
this perfumes is a sleep producer.
This experiment has been Stied by
some of those who failed to woo the
1.12/phens_in_ ,othes -wars- A.
small slate-sponge was soaked in mint
perfume, inserted in a linen bag and
placed under a part of the pillow
where the shoulders. rested. In a
short time the victim of insominia
was insensible to all of earth's condi-
tions
Thirty-two different kinds of per-
fumes are made from roses and ra are
on the market whose bas is derived
from the lily-r-that 'is, the oil of the
plant, Al the citrent scents, berga-
mot, nersil, orange-flower water, ase
both refrt4h, ing and stimulating. Lav-
ender water is peculiarly suited to
;high-strung temperaments, and as a
remedy for hay fever it is wry effi-
CariOtIA. In cases of faintness from
heat or over-crowding it is invaluable
as a rensetly.—New York Press
Mews of the Massacre of five Amer-
ican missionaries at Lainchow, China,
has been' ennfirosed The hospital
and whisol were burned and the Amer
icans fled to a cave, where they were
discovered and attacked.
, Operated By Secret Metal Cylinders
: Is a Wonderful Invention.
I Thomas Tweed, of Wheatley, in
this county, Jed here for S. rtiol
I this morning, to make an t :', . on
Of the wonderful nest "grays). ' sato-
, mobile invented, patented and built
;by hiroseK. The motive principle is! .
, merely new and is certainly the
!greatest thing on record.It looks much like any other auto-
mobile except that standing erect at
the back of It are two cylinders of
solid steel, nickelplated and weighing
soo pounds each. They are attached
by levers and wheels to the running
gear of the machine and a they alter-
nately move up and down they propel
the vehicle at any required speed
along the road without any expendi-
ture of steam or gas or anything ei.e
that costs anything for motive power.
The wonderful principle of the in-
sention is this: That Mr Tweed has
discovered a combination of metals,
a menet with him, of course, that pos-
oaesses itte marvelous power of itisto
biting the attraction of g'rav'itation.
1 This meta& in thin disk* is alter-nately placed, by. automatic machin-
ery. firt under one of the steel cy-
linders and then under the other, the
"one Loden which it is placed immed'i-
at'ely losing all it's weight and being
' raised by the other, which in descend-
ing turns the machinery of the auto-
; mob ile. When die descending cylin-
der has reached its lowest point the
insulating disk is moved beneath it
and away from below the other and
'the weight is instantly changed to the
1 upper cinder, which, in its turn,1
;moves the running gear as it comes
,ctoach cylinder has its separ-
ate Musk an* the power,. can-be rea-
lated with far greater accuracy In
'is possible with any other meai4 of
'propulsitin. It can be made to run
up a stetep hill at the rate of 20 miles
an .hour, or to creep along a hard,
Itesilei pavement at a speed not ex-
ceeding two miles per hour. Mr.
:Tweed's first public test of the ma-
chine, which took place last week was
to run it continously around the
i Britt/rely race track at a speed of 3o
miles an hoar for 38 constecutive
, hours, a distance of 1.440 mites, with-
out a second's stop and at a total cost
of only 17 cents, Aids was for oil.
He and a Priers, took on a load of
provisions and lived right in the car
for the two days.
REMOVES EXAMINER.
, Washington,. Nov. 6.—The comp-
troler of the ctsrrency today- removed
'from service Bank Examiner R. H.
i Morkkrn, on account of his failure to
, diacoassr the conditions existing in
the Enterprise National hal* sic Al-
legheny City. Olson T. Reeves. Jr.,




Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5 Broadway. I
__________________________
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paduast.h, Kentuckiy,
Capital arid Surplus $11515,ocoo
BD P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular honking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cam per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes ia firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to 810 per year as to sins. You carry your ows
key and no one but yourself has access.
Far Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS IlS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT- t
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stole Works
SOLE AGENT, goon TRIM BLB ST., PADUCAH, XY,
New Century. Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.•
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management. for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best5 accommodations at reasonable rates






Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Yachlnery 2mlan
And household Goods. Both
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Su
Abram L. We
FIRE INSURANO
, Accident Life, Llabllity, steam
Carnpbell Blo
































































































































Mr. Wm. Parham Retuned Yester-
day From Ohi—C4operagc
Loss Not Yet Figured.
For the first time since last Satur-
day the familiar shriek of, the huge
steam wihistle 'was heard from the
La tig•s t a ff4Orm 'manufacturing plant
yesterday morning at to o'clock, at
Which time the engine abd boiler
rooms were gotten back into proper
condition, connections made with the
planing mill and the latter depart-
ment started up.
President George Langstaff yester-
day stated that he did not know ae
yet whether they would rebuild the
destroyed sawmill or not and this
would not be decided untib a meeting
of the board of director.. The plant
is the oldest in the south, does a
triannnoth business anti the owners
have gotten big rich off same, but
they have been considering for a long
while discontinuing their sawmill de-
partment and operate alone the platt-
ing mil/. The sawmill was one of the
finest the woild over.
, The insurance adjusters have not
yet arrived to commence settling the
loss, which is the first the company
has had in its history of fifty years'
constant busihess.
Union Central.
WOliam Parham, who has the
Union Central hotel, of Efeventh and
Broadway, under lease, returned yee-
terday morning from Akron, 0., An-
derson. Ind, and other points, where
Ilia has been the past two weeks Mr.
Parham value, his household ftsrni-
tace and hotel equipment throe at
$3,000. without a boiler's worth Of in-
*aren't He does not yet know what
he will dlo towards resuming the hoe-
tlery, which he conducted with Mrs.
Harvey in charge. The lady had
some insurance on the furniture be-
longing to *r in the place. The
buikling belotOrs to Loeb & Bloom
and no decision as to remodeling
same has yet been made by the pror
praetors.
MASS MEETING TO BE HELD
TO INTEREST TILLERS
OF THE SOIL.
Secretary Coons Would Like to Com-
municate With Him and Keep
in Close Touch.
Secretary D. WI, Coons, of the
Commercial club, is preparing for a
mass meeting to be held some time
during Diecernber or January. for 'the
purpose of interesting the fanners
and truck gardeners of this' section of
the country in the matter of heaving
early vegetables and other marketa-
ble goo& in more profuse quantities.
The tillers of the soil front all phrts
of the county will be there and the
matter thoroughly canvissed in order
to see if something cannot be ef-
fected.
At present the farmers raising ear-
ly vegetables do so on 'a small scale,
and if they desire to ship it away it
is in such mall quantities that same
does not justify shipping by freight
car, but by express, and as the com-
panies charge such a high price prac-
tically all the profit is wiped out by
the express rates. Secretary Coons
and the Coemnercial chub take the
position that if the gardening was
done on a large scale carloads could
be shipped out at about the same cost
that several hundred pounds goes by
express. This would mean that more
profit would be made in the under-
taking for the femme, therefore the
city and county would he benefited
by this additional circolation of mon-
ey, vAtich would be kept at home. 4
None Yet Hare.
The fire insurance company ad-
justers have not yet arrived to settle
She severe/ good-sized hoses that oc-
eurred during the past four or five
days, but they ate looked for at any
tenor. In the laver losses it is more
than probable that the many com-
panies interested will combine and se-
lect a committee from among the
adjusters %vivo will come here and
figure over the loss, and then all coma




The coopmage people of Mechan-
icsburg have not yet completed their
figures regarding the total loge sus-
tained when the fire of last Friday
crowning completely destroyed their
heading department. The office force
is still working on the undertaking.
Which is quite a teefious one, as their
Ave:aces have to be gone over and
other records criculated on. M.1% J.
Id Kilgore, the general manager of
the p/ant, left fast evening for 'Chi-
cago on burliness and will return in a
a few days
COUNCIL TONIGHT
THE ADJOURNED SESSION TO
BE HELD THIS
EVENING.
Street Rallies, People Ordered By
City Electrician Gilsdorf to
Improve Wiring.
Clay People.
The past day or two some people
desirous of buying clay pits have
been in the city looking around to
purchase soffit- land with clay on it,
but as yet no deal has been made.
Secretary Coons would like, anyone
owning day mines they want to dis-
pose of to let him know, so he could
and help make. deals with parties vle-
Wog bete for that purpose. He
would also like for 'anybody who 'has
land to sell or wants to interest cap-
ital or outsiders in anything to cons
municate with him, as by this com-
bined manner of conducting things
more results can be attained all
around, us by that means all are kept
in close touch with what is wanted
Irons both sides—seller and buyer—
and good can be accomplished three-
fold.
This evening the council meets in
%adjourned session at the city hall gen-
eral assembly cbamber and transacts
what business that would have come
before them Mlonday evening at the
deraget session. At ehat time they
• hehhheeljournment over until this
,haihcrunt the democratic rally
'R. I
rind f94iard of Worts.
deuve r weekly meeting of the
TINS p licaleorke will be held
melte fav evime chamber allotted
providing '21. It was thought







,Ildtiort Levitz pections of elec-
drich (hem). le city Eleettkian
rePbb'fitoall W1"Y forces has
yeah Mahot4of the street car
Newport heat' wires is in bad
ment .for mian,tilsr state of affairs
candidate loth wires enter build-
ed by RObegal electrician for the
Nobel. Delthe car company they
en in Paittarne and they have re-
Central Pas will be done right
their wires placed in
Lincoln, to do this, but the
It will cora several
 hdesirous of perfect-
(Continues much as possible.
WILL NOT CLOSE SALOONS.







Chicago. Nov. 7.—The pastors of
the Congregational churches of Chi-
cago issued an ukimatum to Mayor
Dunne yesterday urging him sto en-
force the Strnday closing laws. The
fifty ministers present at a meeting
voted ahnost unanimously for the
memorial Which was intended to place
the city's chief eascutive on record
either for or against law enforce-
ment.
When Mayor Dunne was told of
the action of the 'ministers he re-
marked:
"The minietere are welcome to call
upon me at any tine, but I shall tell
them tliat I have not changed my
VICW9. I still believe the public does
riot wish the saloceas closed on Sun-
day.
"In the last campaign Mr. Harlan
and I mated our positions on the ques
thin. We were both in favor of the
saloons being open on Sunday. lie
got 137,000 vote" arid I received ldh-
000. Stewart, the prteibitionist candi-
date, was inafavor of dosing the bars
on Sunday. He got 3,000 votes. That
ought to give a pretty good idea of
pubtic sentiment on this subject."
BODY FOUND IN LAKE.
Mks Emily Ensign, Member of Vas-
sar Class, Meets Death.
Milk Crust, Tetter, Ringworm, and
Scalled Head, and Every Form of
Torturing, Disfiguring Humors
from Infancy to Age.
CURED BY THE r
CUTICURA REMEDIES
The agonizing itching and burning
of the skin, as in eczema; the fright-
ful scaling, as in psoriasis; the loss
of hair and crusting of the scalp, as
in scatted head; the facial disfigure-
ment, as in pimples and ringworm;
the awful suffering of infanta, and
anxiety of worn-out parents, as in
milk crust, tetter, and salt rheum—
all demand a remedy of almost super-
human virtues to successfully cope
with them. That Cuticura Soap,
Ointment, and Pills are such stands
proven beyond all doubt. No state-
ment is made regarding them that I.
not Justified by the stroageatevidence.
The purity and sweetness, the power
to afford immediate relief, the cer-
tainty of speedy and pernaattent cure,
the absolute safety and grea•-•nouomy
have made them the sta. Leith%
cures and humour remh )40v1 the
'civilised world. \4 BRID. 
CAPT. GRAB
01 Distressing
Captain W. S. GraheZ2x Hoff.
S ., Wheeling, W. Va., writing under
date of June 14, '04, says: "I sin so
grateful I want to thank God that a
friend recommended Cuticura Soap
and Ointment to me. I suffered for a
long time with sores on my face and
back. Some doctors said I had blood
poison, and others that I had barbers'
Itch. None of them did me any good,
but they all took my money. My
friends tell me my skin now looks as
clear as a baby's, and I tell them
Cuticura Soap and Ointment did it."
soma taitrEindi riaMaSt eilli=
or Sorg " arm De
BIG MORTGAGE
THE INDEPENDENT TELE-
PHONE COMPANY HAS IS-
SUED ONE.
M. T. Spann Qualified as Adminis-
trator of Mattie Everitt Estate
—Couple licensed.
In the county clerk's office there
was lodged yesterday for record a
doctunen wherein the Paducah Home
Tek-plsone company mortgaged its
plart to the American Trust com-
pany of Louisville for $25n000, the
telephone concern borrowed from the
other.
Final Papers.
James Ward was granted finial pa-
pers and thereby became a naturalized
citizen of this country, he renounc-
ing allegiance to King Edward, being
a subject of Ireland.
Administrator.
hfe T. Spann qualmed av adminis-
trator lei the Mattie Everitt estate.
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
•
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with.lead-
inghouses, we are in. position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calliniand seeing our varied stock.
[. Rehkopt Saddlery
I 109 South 2nd Street,
Licensed to Wed.
A marriage 'license was issued to
Saunders A. Fowler and Martha Eliz-
abeth Leech, both of whom gave le-
(gal age.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., May 7.—The
body of Miss Emily Ensign, of
Yhungstown, 0., a member of the
freahman class itt Vassar college, was
found in the college lake early today.
Subsequent investigation allowed
that Miss Ensign yesterday, not feet-
ing well, took some 'headache pow-
ders. It is believed that she uninten-
tionally took an overdose and that
while dazed by the effects of the
medicine wandered away in the dark-
ness of last night and accidentally
walked into the water. The finding
of the body followed a search insti-
tuted by Mks. Kendricks, the prima-
pal of the college, when she learned
of the absence from her dormitory of
Ms.) Ensign through the 'lance*
friends. The young woman's friends
became alarmed when she, not 'hav-
ing appeared at dinner, failed to re-
turn to her rooml at the usual time
for retiring.
Cairo Wife Kills Husband,
Cairo, Ill., Nov. 7—Garfield Hine,
was shot and instasoby killed by his
wife here yesterday. She was arrested
and placed in jail. She amirte that
her husband was trying to kill her
with a knife 7
Paducah, Kentucky,
Power of Attorney.
Papers wee- lodged wherein Kan-
sas A. Gainer conferred power of at-
torney to Gustave Quarles.
1•••••••••••••••••••••••••6 ingly, "don't you mak' such a set band?" cried the girl, standing una-
e ower nowt He'll not be thinicin' of basted and triumphant on the pub-
' ye. If he's awake at all he'll just
, 
lic road
be turnin 'ower on to t' °other side
to have one more snooze afore milk-
in' time."
Has' words roused a new fear in
her. Looking past the crier's
homely countenance she understood
that what she had taken to be moon-
light was the dawning of another
day.
"Why won't you stop and let
get down?" she cried, in sudden
peal.
"Ye.ought to tak' shame to yeselh"
returned Tod, indignantly, "tryin' to
carirpt an honest man. When owd
Tonwrie says to me, 'Tod,' says he,
A Bit of cur-
rent LFiction f
Property Sold.
bavid ht. Flournoy sold to B. H.
Scott and James Koger for $700, prop
erty on the north side of Herrieon
street.
John Newman bought front Nancy
J. Newman for Pr and other consider-
ations, land lying In the county.
Tirzah Rtereell transferred to Shel-
by Van Dyke for $too, property on
the south slide of 'Berkman between
Ninth and Tenth streets.
Many Certificates.
The comety ekrk yesterday issued
a large number of certificates to per-
ties who had lost their registration
certificates, This election more than
the usual number had been lost and
duplicates 'had to be procured.
SIXTY INDICTMENTS
Returned Against Cigarette Smokers
By Grand Jury.
Laporte, Ind, Nov. 7.—The grand
jury of Marston county yesterday re-
turned sixty indictments against cig-
arette smokers.
Plymouth, the seat of Marshall
county, is the home of Senator Parks,
'author of the anti-cigarette law, ands
he will proeecate the offenders in-
dicted by the grand jury. It is stated
that fully too additional indictments
will be returned. Senator Parks says
the crime* will be extended to every
county in the stale.
The carrier's cart had pulled up at
the Miners' Artns. The horse, with a
patience that spoke eloquently of
long practice, awaited Toil's pleasure
in the moonlight and through the
open door of the inn came the sub-
dued sound of distant merrymaking.
The rattle of the wheels on the
cobbles brought Tod to the doorstep
and one of the ministering angels
that seem always at hand to attend
me
ap-
'you're drunk againl"Drunk or so-
to men in Tod's condition stopped beta says I, 'I'll land yeer goods safe
the cart before. it tad gone many at their journey's end. Hon many of
them is there?' I says. 'They're all 1'
t' cart,' says he, 'an' theyhe all for
t' one house. Thoo's rsobbut to see
'et they bide what they are an' t'
folk t' mither end'll count them
over."
"Yes," said the girl, meditatively;
"folk all speak of you as a man to
depend upon. A sensible, kind-heart-
ed man," she added, with a side
glance at Tod; "just the one to come
to if one got into a difficulty."
Tod sat up more stiffly under her
praises and he waved his whip with
elation and cheered on the horse,
which had already felt the quickening
influence o fa not far distant stable.
The first houses of Wray castle were
in sight and the girl must speak to
the point and without delay if her
release was to be effected without the
humiliating offices of a stranger.
"The case is this," she said, hur-
riedly; "I was passing the Miners'
Arnie and jutt looked in at the win-
o
"Poor sort of fun,"
eympathetically.
"And seeing you in
knowing you were just
be ready to do one a kindness I made
up my mind to ask you for a lift
as far as Blair."
"An' ye did right," said Tod, his
heart swelling with noble generosi-
ty. "I'd ha'e taken ye to Lannon
if I'd been goin' as far myself."
"I was tired. I'd been to a iBand-
of-Hope meeting at Yerisfieet—"
"No wonder ye were tired," broke
in Thd, in scandalized accents.
"Whatever mad' ye go to sike a
place? A sensible young woman as
ye seem to be. Ye should know bet-
ter nor that; at your age tool Yehe
old enough to know what's what."
"I got into the cart while you were
in the inn. There were some folk
on the road I wanted to avoid and
when I saw you I said to myself,
a man to be trusted.' And
after that I imist have gone to
leer).
"It was a very good meeting," said
the girl, dropping her tone of offense
and assimang the air of one offering
yards. Teel was 'hoisted up to tars
seat, the reins were put into his
hands, he was bid to sit tight and, a
second start was roarde.
It would be shoot bell-way be-
tween the Miners' Arms and Wrah
castle that Tod came, more or less,
to himself, the cramped eensations
of his body making sleep no longer
possible. As he was dragging hins
self painfully into a more comforta-
bk angle he became aware of an un-
explained movement in the back of
the cart. "What's to do now?" he
grunilded, prodding energetically in-
to the dimness with the butt end of
his whip. "Lie still and bide quiet.
If ttiou'd be I' less of a burry."
moment later he stopped the
horse, being ptizakd by the bound
of human laughter where only a calf
should be; but, originally a man of
some imagination, his sojourn at the
Miners' Arms had prepared 'him to
believe in miracles. The moonlight
showed him the figure of a girl, but,
remembering the deceitfulness of af-
ter-supper itnpressions, he addressed
it in tones of intailigent inquiry:
"How did ye get out o' t' sack? Ye
were tied up safe enough at Kirk-
by"
She paused on her hands and
knees. "Tod," she said reproachful-
ly, "you've been dkinking."
"Well," he retorted, "what of
that? Vile all drink.''
"Fancy not notating the difference
between a calf and a girl!"
"It's nowt to do wi' me, anyway."
"It's scenetimes 'handy to know t'
(*her front which!"
"Nay," said Tod, indifferently, "It's
none of my concern. All I've to do
is to tak' the lot of ye to Mr.
Shwinbank's an' drop ye there. He'd
sort ye over after."
"Mk. Shwinbank?"
" 'TisWt Shwinbank; it's Sale
ssliwinbarek, Ye don't seem able to
talk hsittint tly."
"Where does lie live?"
"Right ye are. We'll tak' t' will
for t' deed. If a body can't shpeak
'shtin,ctly, quite right to let it alone.
Difficult word, Shwitebank."
"I want you to put toe down
here," said the girl, retiring from the
combat. "I haven't a purse with me,
but I live at Winsgilk If you were
as you ought to be you'd know who
I was."
"Webby I'll know I' heaven," said
Tod, 'hopefully. "It's a wicked world
and' we're none as we ought to be.
Whateet to do now?" he added, as
he noticed, to his astonishment, that
the girl Was preparing to get out,
though the cart was in motion. "You
bide what's you are."
"Let Tod get out!" she cried an-
"Not me!" said the men, keeping a
firm grip on her arm. "You'll get
out at Wray castle wi' t' rest."
"But that's miles and miles ' be-
yond Winsgille" cried the girl, pit-
eously. "You must know VVinsgill;
it', the little white house on the hill
after you leave Blair. You meet
know my father—everyone knows
Simon Hunter. He'll be sitting up,
wondering what's become of me. You
don't want to get Me into trouble,
I'm sure."
Tod was visibly moved by her tale,
but he did not loosen tie hold on her
arm. "There, there," be said, sootb.
"An' you won't never' get one, not
"the way you're goin"' s3id the car-




SHELL OF 1812 FOUND.
An intereeting relic of the war of
1812 was recently hauled from the
depths of Curtis Bay in a fish trine
by B. R. Stull, 1743 Covington street.
The relic is a shell which is supposed
to haste been dropped overboard from
one of the British warships which a--
sailed Baltimore.
He took the-shell to Fort McHenry
where the ordnance officer pro
nounced it a shell of English make,
and alto informed Mr. Stull it was
loaded. Mr. Stull wee determined to
find out what, was inside, and, plac-
ing it under water, he carefully bored
through the bell metal cap. When
the cap was removed about a gill of
black powder, which is in good condi-
tion, Came out. There was something
else inside, so Mr. Stull continued to
dig, and at last dislodged 176 leaden
bullets, each about flve-eights of an
inch in diameter, wench had been
firmly imbedled in brimstone.
The shell is five and five-eight
inches in diameter and, with its con-
tents, weights 22ad pounds.
It was learned by Mr. Stull that the
wooden cap was a portion of the
ahell, the method of shooting the
shell, with a fuse leading through the
shell being to place the cap on the
shell, tstili a fuse leading through the
cap arid the bell metal to the interior
of the shell. The powder charge for
the Ken woe then either tied or
wrapped around the oueside of the
wooden cap and the whole placed in
the gun. When the latter was dis-
charged the powder ignited the fuse,
Odell in turn carried a spark to the
powder in the shell. 11w sparR reach-
ing the brimetone caused a gas to
form, and this eaplocied the shell, the
leaden bulks causing the deserve-
tion.—Baltinnore American..
A Colorado Crack Shot.
(Denver Times.)
While Deputy Sheriff William
eldson was in the once "bad"
of Coffeyville, Kan., 'he got
the Dalton spirit in his veins an
tened to the stories of too four
Dalton* met death at the han
one man stationed in a shed and
shooting through a knothole. They
told Mr. Ronaldson stories of what
crack marksmen the Dalton.; were
and how they picked off every man
that appeared on the streets with a
gun. •
When the Denver deputy was on
the train some stranger entered into
a conversation aboio what crack
shooters there were in Kansas about
the time the Daltons blew into Cof-
feyville and secured several thou.and
an apology. "There were a lot of dollars from a bank
interesting things said, if ority IS Ronaldson said: "Yes, there were
could remember thern. But rye a, sonic good marksmen there, but it is
reading here I was to have given easy to hit a man with a Winchester.
them if there's been time. I think In Colorado we tree a Colt almost ex-
you would like to he-ar it." Fumbling elusively. Of course, we have no
in her pocket she drew a crumpled crack marksmen, hut I believe I might
pa,mphlet into sight and began to pick o# a prairie dog there while 'the
clear her throat ominously, train was moving."
"No you don't!" said Tod Threat- The stranger flushed a five-spot in
eninfely. "You put that trac' where Deputy Ronaldson's face and it was
it cistern from or you'll find yersell covered. Ronaldson snapped out bis
landed out in the road i' no time; 38-calliber Colts and without much
an' don't say I gave ye no warnin'." deliberation and while the train was
"Just this bit," she pleaded, and in rapid motion sent one Kansas
she fluttered the pages to and fro, prairie dog to the eternal sleep
to Tod's infinite terror. "Jost the Deputy Sheriff William Ronaldenu,
bit where it says—" of Denver, is now $5 to the good and
Tod checked the impatient horse friends on the sheriff's force say they
and spoke with the sternness a man would take a hundred similar bets
may be pardoned when forbearance that Ronaldson could do the same
has been molted beyond its limits, nine times out of ten.
"I'll not hear a word of it!" he • 
shouted. "And if Toinnvie isn't sad's- Lieut. Gen. A. R. Chadic, chief of
'fled I'll give him tis money back. staff of the army. contemplates going
Tornimie or no Tommie, a man has upon the retired het in advance or the
a right to erotect himself on his own date when be would be so transferred
licensed van. You go home, young by operation of law. The latter event
woman, an' read what yeer bible rays would occur on April 14, rock, 'and it
about females Iceepin' to their bus- is under consideration by Capt. Chef-
handle" fee that be shall anticipate such re'.
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au gi if those intereste.d in the success
of, elections cannot see what it means
we will tell them. It means that
clean men and men loyab to the peo-
ple's interests must be put up* for
office or they will be defeatect The
Register has no desire to be disagree-
able, but merely to tell a few plain
truths and to again give warning to
those who are interested in politics
that the people of Pacluaah must be
consulted on alb matters affecting the
welfare of the city, and, further, when
they make a respectful demand upon
their servants it must be ,hee'ed or
the offending ones take the conse-
quences.
The people, Whether democrats or
refornikt republicans, were in evi-;
dene throughout the land. The re-
turns from all the points show this
to have been the case. Look at the
showing in. Ohio. Philadelphia and
the -success of the people's friends in
New York city. It will do -the coun-
try good to think over yesterday's
returns, and they will no doubt do
some thinking.
There were not as many surprises
in yesterday's election as some per-
haps thought there would be, but it is
pretty clear from the returns and re-
ports which The Register prints to-
day that there were some surprises
which SICATK people did not expect.
The ways of the voters are myste-
rious sometimes, but they count all
rhe time, it would aarni.
The information-iMm Russia indi:
oates that the new *try ern ment is get-
ting in form and that the people are
quieting down to the new or of
things. There is still some disaffec-
tion, and consequently some disturb-
ances in the smaller towns and the
rural districts.
"You can fool some of the people
all of the titre, and all of the people
some of the time, .but you can't fool
all of the people all of the time."
SLIGHT DAMAGE
A FIRE TOOK THE ROOF FROM
GEORGE C. THOMP-
SON'S HOME.
Chief James Woods Is of the Opinion
That Flames Started From
a Defective Flue.
 I
The entire dernocratk ticket for the
Last evening shortly before 8 general council embracing five alder-
o'clock fire broke out in the George men and egre councilmen were de.
C. Thompson borne, on West Breads feated b ya very decisive vOte when it
Way near Fourteenth street, and as a is considered that the democrats "'ad
stilt the place was. damaged *bout several ilitcrettlfirrth the
r,soo, while the furnitlre and haat- •registration.
ELECTION RETURNS
(Continued From Fifst Page.)
bee. The entire fusion ticket of the
county was elected by safe majori-
ties.
Berry, the democratic candidete for
treasurer of Pennsylvania, is e'ected
by a large majority,.
H. K. Cole, republienn, was elected
a representative from Owensboro by
a majority of 67 and W. M. O'Bryan,
republican, was chosen mayor.
Ohio Is Democratic.
iColumbus, 0., Nov. 7.-Ohio is
democratic by 40,000. Even Geer B.
Gox, the republican boss, concedes
the election of Pattison.
THE LATEST.
Shows Many Surprises and Also
Many Conclusions.
Louisville, Nov.8.-The,: e_ one big
SurPrise of RIC eeictitin held yester-
day was that of Ohio, which has
elected a ckniecratic governor for the
first time in fourteen years, and the
second time since the war. Pattison,
I
(democrat) defeats Herrick (repub-
lican) by a safe majority.
In Pennsylvania Berry (democrat),
for state treasurer, defeats Plummer1i(republican) by upwapes of ao,000.
The reform ticket sweeps Phi'adel-
l phia by 75,000.'Curtis Guild (republican) is elected
governor of Massachusetts by 35,000.
The legislature is safely republican.
• Maryland is democratic by 12,000.
The constitutional amendment is de-
.feated.
Virginia elects the democratic state
ticket by a reduced majority. 1
The republicans sweep Chicago in
the municipal election.
New Jersey is republican by the
usual majority. The legislature is re-
publican.
Acadian is eleted mayor of New
York by a small majority and ,Hearst
will contest. The official count will
be necessary to decide the race be-
tween Jerome and Osborne for dis-
trict attorney. Jerome leads by a
small margin.
The democratic candidates for may-
or of Cleveland, Buffalo and Cincin-
nati and the socialist mayor of San
Francisco are elected
THE CITY AND COUNTY.
!t 
The ek-ction in this city and county
e
assed off quietly yesterday and the
results indicate that ranch disaatisfac-
lion exists amonche voters over the
pubic affairs, especially in this city.
Whik the city is democratic-Y.10)0mi
ticket went down in deeeat yesterday
the only ones on she ticket to pull
through were Judge D. L. Sanders,
who
hold goods_stalknred co siderably.
It is beliestcrthat the blare started
fronts defect in that part of the flue
passing through the roof, at the
flames were confined mostly to the
attic and that portion of the residence.
The Central fire department sppara-
hie responded, as did that from the
station houses on Tenth and Clay and
Tenth and Jones streets. The fice
was quite a bad one to fight fc•r
aethile, but finally the men by their
**haat node got same under control
and it was subdued.
The roof was burned off altogether,
while the rooms on the second floor
were 'badly damaged. Mitch f the
hoteeehold goods was rescued, but the
damage to same will amount to sev-
oral hundred dollars.
During the fire svhale helping to
save the furniture. Mr. Thompson got
caught upstairs and for awhile was
firebound, but rushed our to an upper
portico and was from there 'rescued
by the ladder that was pushed up to
him.
Itis estimated that the loss will
aolount in total to about $1,200 on the





Until Type of Panama Canal Is De-
cided-Begin Today.
Wasthington, Nov, 7.-The last
meeting of the sitib-cenorniftee, of the
board of constikirig engitweis of the
Isthmus canal commiseion vote held
yesterday. Today the board wi/1 meet
and after that meeting will be held
probably every other day until the
final decision is reached
The duty of the board will be to de
cide what kind of a canal shall be
dug across the isthmus and to give a
genenal outline dr the work. It will
make no decision abate the details or
work cite atry plane intee will have
won over Prof. Geo. 9., 41,1c-
lBroom by 448 votes. and B. T, visanti W. T. Byrd were electO %çbool
trustees by a very *mall majority.
• , • .
I The county ticket had close running
in the eit ?r, but . incomplete ret urns
from out iale of the city indicate that
.the entire democratic county ticket
is elected by from 350 to soo major-
ity.
I The returns began to arrive at The
Register office before 6 o'clock lest
evening, and it was 2 o'clock this
morning before the officers completed
the count of Glkuber'a precinct in the
city.
The c,onstitutimial amendment, the
scheme of the machine politicians was
not only snowed under deep Padu-
car, but out in the rural districts
also; and reports from abroad make
it certain that the state at large has
I emphatically repudiated the proposed
amendment'.
I The hog will no longer run at
large in McCracken county, the vote
to pen them up carries by several
.herelred.
Difficulty in reaching the di,-tant
iprecincts prevents a full return of the
county's vote and the figures below




J. M. Campbell, D.  1485
J .D. Kirkpatrick, P.  51
For Representatiee.
L. P. Head, D.  405
Ed Farley, R.  ,372
J. B Stein, Pro  30
For C,ounty Judge.
R. T. Lightfoot, D.  .402
E. W. Bagby, R  I,.421
For County Clerk.
Hiram Smedley D.  1,552
For County Attorney.
A. W. Barkley, D 1,551
For Sheriff.
.1 W. Ogilvie, D.  
C. W. Harting, R.  1,238
For Jailer.
Jas W. Eaker, D  
J. P. Hatt, R. 
For Coroner 
agen have we warned the democratic to be made after ithae been decided Frank Faker, D 
leaders ittifs city -that the people' what hind of cape, will be beat, 
and _Ander_ eon Miller, R. 
to
 
M. Nance, Ind. would not .stand for everything. Last li wil) :bake c-c4"iderabie time probably For Circuit Clerk year every democratic nominee was/14/1°re than a 
year and meantime prep
s rarations can be 'defeated, and yesterday only  a 
„mite, isthmus Joe A. Miikr, D
three - IfoT the accommodation of the 24,000 Hat" Wiihains°11' R. -
For Assessor. 
Torn Cochran, dernocrat, of Critten
thern,ptilled through by the skin of , workmen necessary for the work of i w. Trot an, D. 
 4128their teeth, and this action on the I haikliolt the canal and 'The 300 maks . den, invert for representative in the
..pprt Of rite people means something, q srailrOad
of the Culebra cut. - •
l'equired ifi. lib. e digging • E. B. Wreniltbr, D.SurveYar. . r k l''''" ton and Crittenden, 
district that is composed f Livings-





Hogs Running at Large.
Yes 371
NQ  • 951
CITY TICKET.
For City Judge. .
D. If. $anders,,D. ...... 1,4to
G. 0. ideBroom, R.  1,371
For, Alderman.
AN Grief, D. 
Wm. Kraus, D. 
Dick Davis, D 
H. M. Ornse, D. 
L. E. Durrett, D. 
Earl Fairer, R. 
H. R. Hank, R. 
ISam Hubbard, R. 
C. H. Otiamblin, R. 
W. T. Miller, R. 
FOR COUNCILMEN 
First Ward.
Sam Gott, D.  *-
C. C. Duvall, R. 
-Second Ward.
Mtn G. Rehkopf, D. 
J. E. William.son,-Jr., R.,
Third Ward.
E. H. Gilson, D.  1,223
C. L. Van Meter. R.  1,455
Fourth Ward.
C. M. Lealee, D.  1,304
Ernest Lackey, D  1,256
Race nipple, #it  1.375
H W Katterjohn, R.'  1,360
, Fifth Ward.
3, P. 5gir ty. D.  1,260
Geo. R.  1,273







e. W. M re D. • .
Wm. Karnes, R 
Second Ward.
B. T. Davia I). , 1,327
A. R. Grouse, R.  1.310
Third Ward.
A. T. Sutherland, D.  1,274
A. List, R • 1.357
Fourth Ward.
A. F. Grief, D.  . 1,266
J. A. Cole, R  1,2ies
U. S. Walston, R.  1.346
1,313P. J. Beckenbach, R. . 
Fifth Ward.
W. T. Byrd, I).  1,337
H. C. Marlow, R. 
Sixth Ward 
Henry Saltzgiver, p  1,226
H. C. Morris, R.  1.290
THE DISTRICT,
Marshall County.
Word from Benton last night gave
a substantial victory to the democrats.
Campbell, for state senator, received
A majority of about 800and Judge
Berry, ',liar repreentative from Mar.
shall and Lye.% elso received about
800 majority. The constatutiopal
amendmeut was defeated he* geourt:.
6' by 'idly 3oo votes and the entigs
democratic ticket was sienes•fi-1 f-y
from 300to goo majceie:. r.
of five of the town corninitts.en.....;
Benton are republicans.
Graves County.
The election in Graves county re-
sulted in a victory for the entire
democratic ticket. The only contest
AUof note " in she race for sheriff,
there being an independent candidate
for this place, but Brand, the demo-
cratic nominee, won-by futy 60o ma-
jority. There was a big majority
against the constitutional amendment.
In Mayfield the democratic ticket
was e 'vetted without any opposition..
Livingston County.
In Livingston county 'the. "Mule"
ticket, composed al republicans and
fusionists won. The latest showing
WS4 as follows:
County Judge-J. M. Davis, demo-
crat fusionist leads Thomas Evans,
democrat, by 17o vote. Tiline not
heard from. •
WiAliam Bishop, republican for slier
leads G. M. Wilson, Jr., democrat,
log. Tirtine not heard from.
lot Joiner, democrat on fusion tick
et, and democrat regular .W. I.
Clarke, are about even, for county at-
torney. Titne not heard from.
William Champion, republican for
county clerk, leads P. H. Butte dem-
ocrat regular, go vot6s.
L. T. Worten, democrat on fusion
ticket. leads R. B. Cowpoer, regular
democrat, ao votes, for county jailer.
Amiz Yancey, democrat on hation
ticket, leads Guy Gibbs, regular dem-
ocrat, 4.40 vote* for county assessor.
Charles Bergueon, republican on
fusion ticket, leads Babb, regular dem
ocrat, for county school superintend-
ent, by 44o votes.
Birdsvalle, Carrsville and Ray
Springs were great surprises for for
'the democrats, who heretofore have
carried these places. The democrat,'
believe they 'have evidence of fraud
1,546 in these places and will contest for
'the offices effected by these places.
I It is a foot-race as to jailer and1,500 county attorney, while the democrats
1,287 ibeheve they 'have a chance for county


















The result of the election in this
city yesterday cannot be properly,
called a republican victory. In the
registration there were several 'hun-
dred more democrats than republis
cam, and the result but emphasizes
the .ipirit of independence that tiae
*cited a goodly number of dettta-
crats in this city .and but shows their
dissatisfaction with the class of fool
jinni are being foisted on the party
as nominees by the handful of men
who manipulate the calling of candi-
dates. If the democrats expect to
succeed in Paducah they must have
3' ew leaders. The raid and, file re-
hase, to be led any longer by those
who have taken hold of the party.
The Register does not propose to
rub salt-into the wounds, but to talk
reasor. and oznismon seqse to the par-
ty and to point out Wile it moat do
to win victories. This thing of parti-
sarrship is a dead letter in America.
If the election last November does
not convince one of that fact, we
have but to point to the results of
yesterday in Phitadielphia and Ohio,
great strongholds of the republican
party, but corruption arid machine
methods become so flagrant that the
. .decent lepublicans revolted and swept
the .gaartate rs. from power.
There is no denying the fact that
the taxpayers of Paducah are dissat-
isfied with. the goveenrnent or admin-
istration of the municipal affairs, and
the c'edn -weep in the gent-railer-met
cil of yesterday was more a rebrilel
than the popularity of the men who
were elected.
Incidentally we would suggest to
..Itfayartiteiser that he has two more
years to serve as mayor of this city,
:'isd sufficient time remaina for hem
In take a firrn hold on' the reins of
government and.to come out flat-ktot-
ed for needed reforms in our munici-
pal affairs. He can either close his
admirristration with cred:t or suffer
it to rose into history as being of an
indifferent nature. There is 110 ITISS-:
i l
k They want Ic-sts politics and 
t- e about elk demands of the pee. .)-e
.
i r_ , •
more bushiest in the affairs of this
.itity. If .41hat. be giisen them they will
,be satisfied, and the good cit.zenrs wilL.
tipho:d the mayor in such a policy,
but if things are suffered to drift
along as they hiwe hem, there wilt be
continual dkssatisf sction and Padu-
cah may yet have a republican may.
We see all interested in the welfare
tof this city and hope to see it pros-
per, and the municipal government
, should. set -the pace, and our public
affairs otmducted for the benefit of
the whole people-the .laws enforced
and, no partiality Mown to anyone.
It is a notations fact that corpora-
tions and °tau certain lines Of busi-
ness ,haarilhad too much ,influence in
Padeceh's affairs, to the detriment of
the people at large, and it is in* to
rail a halt and View conditions just
as they are.
. I
The Register is interested mote in
the welfare nf Paducah than it is in I
any party and proposes to stand for;
what is tight and binefitial and to
oppose anything:That is not for the 1







WE WISH TO TALK A LITTLE ON . HE SUBJECT OF LA-
DIES' FINE NECK FURS. OUR LINE IS THE„MOST COIFPLETE
WE HAVE EVER SHOWN. INSPECT IT AND YOU WILL FIND
AN UP-TOLDATE GATHERING OF DESIRABLE, POPULAR
PRICED FURS. OUR BUSINESS ON THIS PARTtCULAR LINE
AND MAKE HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULI. IN EVERY DETAIL.
FINE SCARFS
BROWN HAIR SCARFS AT e8C,
$148, $1.98, $3.e8 AND $eco EACH.
THIS IS A SPLENDID LOT.
BLACK HARE SCARFS AT 75C,
98C, $248, $4.50 and $5.00. SEE OUR
BLENDED RAT FURS AT $4.5o.
BETTER FURS FROM $7.5o UP
TO $17.50. ONE OF THE NEW-
EST THINGS IS A FUR TIE. WE
HAVE THEM AT 498, $5.00, $2.98,
$7.50 AND $10.00.
LADIES' MUFFS AT $ega AND
$5.00.
Children's Fur Sets
WE ARE SHOWING SOME
NEW AND ATTRACTIVE
THINGS IN CHILDREN'S FUR
SETS AT $348 AND $3.5o. MISSES
FINE FUR SETS AT 85.00. $5.50
AND $7 so PER SET.
Ladies' Silk Shawls
LADIES' FINE SILK SHAWLS
IN WHITE, BLACK AND BLUE
AT $eoll EACH. WHITE SILK
SHAWLS AT $1 .75 EACH; A BET-
TER AND FINER SHAWL WITH




SHAWLS IN BLUE, RED,
PINK, BLACK AND WHITE AT
seC .AND 48C EACH.
WHITE SQUARES WITH PINK
MERCERIZED SILK THREADS
THROUGH IT AT $1.69, IS VERY
PRETTY.
WHITE FANCY CORD KNIT
AT $1.5o AND $1.19 EACH.
WHITE KNIT SHAWL SCARF,
LONG WITH BLUE BORDER AT
ogC EACH BLACK SQUARES
AT ggC EACII.
WE ARE MEMBERS OF THE RETAIL MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION.,
PURCLUTHOMPSON
407 BROAOWAY. PADUCAH. KY•
ev:G, 114 (r)t
At V. Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFORE
YOU GO ELSEWHERE
e'efit++.4-1-ts•Heter+4.4-:°h+444÷H÷HS++-1-1-X-'.644-tet-4-loreeseereee.o.--..-letet
in Livingston, while hi i opponent,
M. B. Clark, republican, of Livings-
ton, leach Cochran in Crittenden by
tfto votes.
Fulton County.
A late report from Fulton last
night said that the independent cos
ticket had won arid the indications
were • that thc independent county
ticket had alee been successful. Sev-
eral county precincts evert- needed to




Distributed Among District Leaders
in Bunches of Slew to Sto,000.
New York, Nov. 7.-The spectacle
of the anti-election diserbution of
funds by Tammany Hail attracted a
crowd of spectators yesterday which
blocked Fourteenth street in front of
the hall. No one outside of the coun-
cils of the greet political organiza-
tions knows what it costs Tammany
toget out the vote, but it was report-
ed that the organization distributed
more than in some previous elections.
The actual distribution was conduct
ed by Philip J. Donohue, the treasur-
er cd the Tammany society. He sat
at a big desk in the council chamber
of Tammany Hall with the sergeant-
at-arms on gazed at the door. One
after another the captains of the as-
serribly districts drove up in carriages
to the Pront of the hall and were ad-
naittext to the executive chamber
where bundles of money in one and
•five-dollar bills were passed to them
They carried it away in satchel* and
are said to have got foam $0000 to
• 1,348 ty assessor. Judge and sheriff, Sto,000, according to the needs of the
1,268 4 though, seem to be a hopeies matter, district.
202 unless fraud is discovered and proven The street was lined w:th waiting
carriages for a block while the cap-
tains were in the traH. Hundreds of
perweit watched them etiviously
when they tame out with bulging
seeetiet- and cleave away to distribute
the "'incise of war" among the work-
ere ' I
fa t isfac toril y.
Crittenden County.
TRCLLEY TO CHICAGO DONE.
Traffic From Milwaukee Will Begin
in Three Weeks.
--
Kenosha. Wis., Nov. 7.-Before the
close o. the prevent week the old pun
of kniciag Chicago and MilvAtvieee its
means of an electric railway line will
have been realized. This morning the
work of laying the last section, which
rune from here to Zion City, was be-
ewe Beginning Dec. 1, it will be pos
eib/e to go from Chicago to Milwau-
kee by electric care. It is claimed
the time from Chicago to Nlileaukee
on the electric line psl be but one
hour longer than by steam.
SUPERINTENDENT
OF CONSTRUCTION.
Chief Engineer Sterns, of Canal, Ap--
points an Old Employe.
St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 7.-AT
noon paper announces t
G. Tubby, of St. Paul,
pointed superintendent
tion of the Panama ca
Steyene, chief engineer
the wok. Mr. Tubby
storekeeper of the
railway. Mr. Steven*
years chief engineer a
ager of the Great
Tubby was then get
KILLED SITTING
Ohio Man Is F
in t
Caldwell, 0.. No
tire, aged ao years,
his country home
of here. When foil
upon their return
the murdered man
rocking chair with a
the back of his head
ing beep shot


























































Lar est Stock Lowest Prices Satistoction Guaranteed
  Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go.
CHAMPIONSHIP
FITZ AND JACK O'BRIEN AIRE
MATCHED TO FIGHT IN
SAN FRANCISCO.
The Old Gladiator Ready to Meet
Hart in Case "Shifty Jack"
14 Beaten.
New Yore; Nov. 7.—Bob Fitzsim-
mons, who has been matched to fight
"Philadelphia Jack" O'Brien in San
Francisco some time between Decern-
ler 20 and 31, will leave with hit
manager, Leon Friedman, for San
Francisco tomorrow. Bob wild prob-
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
WOMAN SHOT
CLAIM MADE THAT IT WAS
DUE TO AN ACCI-
DENT.
Circuit Judge Moss and County Judge
Rice Refuse to Make Terms
With Ball Gang.
Middlesboro, Ky., Nbv. 7.—The 112-
litta is still patrolkne the streets. Mid
dl-esboro was quiet last night, the out
laws- keapirsg Iir distance.
Mrs. Charles Patterson, wife of a
miner, wee Ahot at 8 o'clock last night
while approaching a picket fine in the
ably pick up a sparring partner in company of her husband. Pattern
Chicago and establishoraining quar- had a pistol which was discharged
tete either at Skaggs Springs or at afire, times just es a sentry called
San Jose. hak. Thinking they were being fired
The fight is for twenty round% or op,* toI.rte sentries in the vicinity
more and the articles state is lot tired at the two figures. Mrs. Patter-
the world's heavyweight champion-
ship." 
son 'aieela shot through the 'abdomen
and Pi in a serious conditicini ' There
A forkit of $2,500 will be posted is adiejeersity of opinion as tee whether
with H. L. Beggerly. of San Fran- a ballet from her husband's pistol or
eisco, all or before Nov. se. one from a sentry's ritk caused the
Eddie Graney, who wit-reed the wound.
Pritt-Nelson bout, will officiate. He Charles Bail, a brother of Fran&
wired Jimmy Coffroth, whose partner Ball, who ie wanted on the charge of
he is, that O'Brien would accept the killing Jack Bolen, went to Pineville
terms offered apd said that the Qua-
ker wanted him to be the referee.
Fitzsimmons was entirely agreeable
to this.
"I rail-beet O'R4en," said Fitz-
sinwrions, "hut at that l'an not Selit-
thing bins. He is a shifty bow and
is in good condition. Furthermore. be
liss been fighting right along and is
tweed up np the proper pitch. After I
jrfx him take on any of the oth-
ers who will drew a house. I'll tight
Hart if he shows he means business,
but he has got to show me before I
sign articles with him."
hfrs Fitzsinantons, whose stage
name is Julia May Gifford, will re-
main in New York to continue her
studies in vocal music. In January,
honoree. else will join her husband in
California. ,
111tRDER.
Extra Session of Circuit Court to In-
vestigate
Hickman. Ky., Nov. 7.—An extra
session of the Fellteili County Circuit
court was called by Jaded R. J. Bugg
and is session here for the perpose
of investisratind the murder of E. W.
Reach. which occurred near here only . TENNESSEE IMPROVEMENT.
a short time ago. Abont too witness' __—
ties have been sunamoned from in the
neighle ehood of the crime with' Joe_ Memorial to Congress to Be Framed
don, an at Meeting Saturday.d there is expected to be some /
evidence of a startling nature oiven. I
The law will fully investigate the! Chattanooga, Tenn., Nov. 7.—The
matter until the murderers are found., principal business of the annual con-
vention of the Tennessee River
Hinkleville Road Land. I provement association, which will be
Thirty acres level, desirebie land; held here Saturday, is the framing of
plenty of fine shade trees; adjoining a memorial which will be presented
C C. Lee. Safe as buying gold dot-. to congress at its next session. There
hrs. Vill pay big proets. Fine in- wi'l be no formal program, although
vestment. Good place for country Mayor Frierson will deliver do we)-
home. • !come address, which will be respoad-
WHITTDMXYRE REAL ESTATE ed to by some member to be selected
AGENCY, Fraternity Bldg. 'hereafter. Informal addresees will ;be
Both Phones, 835. if made by governors, members of can-
I gress and other prominent nAn frem
NOTHING CAN BE DONE. !Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, Ke-
i tticky and other states.
No Way to Helpi the Jews in Russia The chances are that many of the
Now, Says President. governors, congresemen, senator i and
i others attending the southern confer-
• Wjashington,51). C., Nov. 7 --Pres- ence on immigration and quarantine Iful palms, with a large vase of chrys-
ident Roosevelt has decided that no will remain over to attend the river anthemume on each side, and saver all
action can be tbken by this govern- convention. Senator Jas. R. McCrea- was an arch of smilax. The columns
and fretwork of the entrance to the
dining hall Were turned with plumes
This eonckusion was made public at Congressmen Palm H. Small writes of asparagus, among which hung
wihiti home yesterday in a state- that the most important project on numerous electric lights. Asparagus
owing a call upon the pres- the Atlantic seaboard is the proposed and chrysanthemums, with an ems
Oscar Straius this morning, inland waterwai cennecting Norfolk, bank/tient of pain, served for the
him for action. hot-to con- Vas with Beaufort Inlet, N. C., the beautiful mantel decorations. Palms,
oesefOrailteini as to vvitiether there object of which will be to afford an ferns and cut mums prevailed inside
the possibility of action which inside waterway relieving the danger the dining Ian, the center piece for
yeeterday. vitherie he had a confer-
were large clumps of wh'te cirrysan-
themumis tied with large ribbon bow*.
A most beautiful backkground was
formed around the altar- by gracefully
placed palms. The mantel decorations in.ihe room surpassed anything
of its ki:id ever seen in this city, be-
ing a sift piece of shell pink chrysan-
them-urns and plumosos.
The dividing doelde doors and
chandeliers were trimmed with south-
ern smilax that pro:limed an effect
quite striking and impressive. A cre-
ation of Victoria roses formed the
bridal bouquet that was showered
with lilies of the valley and adiantuna
ferret, with bows and streamers at-
tached.
The members of the bridal party,
outside the happy lady carried large
bunches of pink chrysanthemums.
The happy pair are among the, best
known people of this end of Ken-
tucky, the beautiful and strikingly at-
tractive bride being the youngest
daughter of the late Hon. Thomas C.
Leech, one of Padacaliks distinguished
citizens and banker dhring his life.
Her traits of character and person-
nel are of the most attractive nature,
she being tall, graceful and of an
ultra-effective brunette type, which,
conrbined with her natural refine-
ment and accomplishments, havo
made her a popular social belle, never
lacking for admirers. No event of
any importance is ever cotriplete
without her bewitching and- happy in-
dividuality, and -she carries the glo
Loamy Judge Rice with a view to as-
-
enee '''" th Circuit Judge M°55 and and hundreds of admiring friends rious wishes of al' for the future hap-
cereal-log whether bail would be
were present to participate in the ii12- piness of herself and Wel known
groom.portant affair.
greatest his brother if 01 thould sur- .
—the bridal party entered the double most prominent young business men,
7dIr. Fowier us one of the city'sAt the appointed ,hours fe3o o'clock
render to the authorities. Ball `012s
told Aare would be no -promises mode parlors, in the front one of Which being a man who is, admired, for the
regarding bail until bill brother bad the words were spoken that boiled superior standard of his attribltes,
si ed. the couple for a lifetime. Messrs. and is one who stands high in the
n
. it Was gni" in tuvrn tale Gus Thompson and Richarl Rudy, community. He is the see of the
iderable "table a re" gtoomsmen, entered first and were late Capt. Gus Fowler and comes of
ported Cumberland Gap, where followed by Dr. William, Christian of a distinguished family, 
prominently
two hold-ups occurred yesterday. Cincinruiti. The groom then ca 
According to the story bold by escorted by his nest mart Me will 
itodentified with West Kentucky since
kill enhilli, brother of Frank Bag, Rieke, of ifils city. One of the bride- 
eg before the war. He is secretary
for. thisorthe board Of Public works
a chief of police of Wddks- maids, Miss Ruth Kelly of Spring- city, connected in an important etas
boro, Frank has not beer in the vicin field. 0., teen came, fon pacity with the Fowler line ce stems*.
days. Ha further states that be
try of Middlesboro for the past ten Frank Graham of goznpZdanbdy boats, associated with the 
Fowler-
bed
heves his brother will sserrender to
the authorities within a few walk*.
The Ball gang is now reported to
he just, (STK the Tame see line, and
according to reliable Oformetion re-
ceived here there are about ten men
in the bend, among them bei•qt Chas.
Burch, a former Tennessee convict.
andol'int Cie*, who was Write teens
the Mikhlksboro jail several nights
ago,
George Foust of Baton
The maid of florist-, .1sItSs
pseeeded the charming'
bride, who entered lea
arm of her brother, Mr.
ouge, La.,I
client at present which will be of any ry, of Kenttic.ky, writes that he will
benefit to the Jews in Russia. I probably attend both conventions.
BRIWANT 'EVENT
Union Last Night of Miss
Leach and Mr. Fowler
WITNESSED BY LARGE.
ASSEMBLY OF FRIENDS.
Marriage Celebrated at Home of the
Bride's Sin* In Most Ad-
mirable Manner.
HAPPY COUPLE NOW
AWAY ON BRIDAL TOUR.
The wedding last evening of Miss
:Murtha Elitebeth Leech and Mr.
Saunders A-. Fowler was one of the
most brilliant social events of the
season, the haneporne home on Foun-
tain aveisiie bee* a glorious scene of
beauty and gorgeousness. Society
was out eirmasse attending the hately
/ 'initials that linked two of West
Kentucky's most prominent a.nd lead-
ing young people.
trhe,,ceremocir occurred at the bon*
of the bride's enter, MTS. W Armour
Gardner, on Fountain avenue, be-
tween Broadway and Jefferson street,
mem fay* in it cessation of the from Cape Hatteras and Cape Look-
p000diog fleeted with the massacre out and would furnish a great impe-
into too aoin Russia. tus to the interior trade.
secure the t-
fo.r:ke adopt Held In Pa
nofta Dyy.. Nov. 7.—/1he exalts-
/ Jimottt here today and they Castro's Answer to Minister Russell's
mayor of 014,tittle five Willard bank
Representatiel* Phasive.etssoe (Dente .,0fawait action of the
rapidsiitan may, tit Eto,000 bond.
years. Mayor" Paris, Nov. 7—The officials here
Is:ewport, Ireashhe Mikado. say that President Castro's answer' to
ment for mennelietEmptror William Mfrs Russell, the American minister
candidate foroe emperor of. Japan a. at Caracas, in response to the latter'e
ed by Robertilack stallions from Ids efforts to 'bring about a settlement of
veters Den" the diplomatic dispute between
en in Pavel - !trance and Venezuela, is unestisfac-
tory and evasive, as lie does not re-
o 
Ce nt ral False:nevelt and Secretary world to soon of the mein questione.
Oster Bay yesterday
-turned imsawdiately af_ Mk. Rnesoll submitted in behalf
Lincoln, te wirstsiaa.apo France. At the same time it is said
- that the negotiations will not be bro-
(Continued
REPLY NOT SATISFACTORY.
of Spain, is in Get-
the Warr.
ken off, as the French officials con-
tinue hopeful of a pacific adjustment.
Muice Cox,
'anti elegant
nix on the()ivies C.
Tweet. lass Leech was met before
the minister by the groom and there
was performed the ceremony, ever
whicr Rev. T. J. Newell of the Broad-
way Methodist clime+ officiated.
After the wedding the newly new-
ried pair entertained their many
friends with a bridal reception, while
this morning at ras o'clock they de-
parted for their Eastern bridal tour,
from which these rettsrn in about two
weeks and take up their home at
"Edgewood," the handsome- and pala-
tial country residence the groom has
just completed on West Broadway,
between the West End and Ascades.
The superb gowns worn .by'ethe
bride and + party were dreams of ele-
gance in pink and White fabrics and
entrancingly engaged the utmost ad-
miration of everybody.
The gorgeous floral decorations
were the most elaborate ever set in
this city by the able artists from
Brunsim'e establishment, differing In
the main from the ordinary, as it was
a veritable chrysanthemum display.
The spacious reception hall was ar-
ranged in southern imilax, which en-
circled the stairway, with which
palms and chrysanthemums were
banked. The ministerial post and base
of stairway Was banked in by grace-
the bri'de' t table being an elaborate
pink chrysantheinente with onilax
woven into /wadi and overlaid with
white chrysanthemums. A large jar-
diniere adorned ,the mantel in the
library, filled witty pink chrysanrhe-
mume, baciletel by a brilliantly reflect-
ing mirror that produced a most en-
gaging effect. Smilax of the south-
ern variety adorned rise windows and
chandelitos for the library, where
stood immense bowls of cut mimes
In the parlor, where the ceremony
was performed, the floral display was
a dream of elegance, an altar having
'been built in the west enicl of the
!room directly in front of the large
/donbte window. The altar represented
a half circle,wio the chancel rail,
high posts in the rear, 'candelabras on
teitlter Ode end an arch springing out
over the bridal party. It was of
smilax and. from the center over.
bead *cooped ',Ong satin, ribbons,
dented back to the POStsp 02 which
Cetrobaugh boatstore, also the wharf-
boat, 'the Fowler-Wolfe Sheet Iry
teolegs .and othcr enterprising indus-
tries.pf the city.
1* is widely known along the (Ono
river and thrnaghout Kentucky and
adjoining states and has the heartiest
wishes of all.
CUBA UNFRIENDLY
(Continued From Page t)
really desirous that Cuba shall have
sewers this government is at liberty
tc yegotiate with the aban govern-
ment for the privilege of c000ruct-
ing the sewers and paying for. them.
President R ooseve I heard the com-
plaint patiently and with obvious in-
berest, and before Senator, COoln
left his office dictated a letter to Sec-
retary Root iostructing him to crake
an investigation of the statements
the Chicago businen mats Secretary
Root well doubtless intrust the inves-
tigation to MinieteroSquires, who al-
ready has his bands Oafi of ,pressing
matters in which this governkent and
the Cuban government are mutually
concerned He is attempting, among
ether things, to prevent the ratifica-
tion of a secret treaty with Great
Breain by the terms of wine* that
country would have not only equal,
but. greater. commercial and govern-
mental privileges in Cuba than the
United States. •
The decisive manner in which the
presidept submitted the complaint to
Secretary Root is regarded as an in-
dication for hi"s purpose hereafter to
insist upon the fulfilment of every pro
visinn of the Platt amendment, and
especially to the fifth section of that
amendment which is as folkovs:
"That the government of Cuba will
execute, as far as necessary extend,
the plans eleetaily 8evised, or other
Wens to be mutuaky agreed upone for
the sanitation of the clex-s of t14 is-
!acid, to the end that a recurrence of
epidemic #nr1 inrections diseases may
be prevented, thereby assuring pro-
tection to the people and commerce
of Cuba as well as the cominerce
the southern ports of the United
States and the people residing there-
in."
There is no doubt in the minds of
the international lawyers that contins
tied fanner on the part of Cuba to
discharge the obligations imposed by
this section of the Platt amendment
will sootier or later justify this gov-
ernment in taking steps to 'enforce
the provisions of the amendment.
Senator Cishoto and many of his col-
leagues, who now believe that they
were wrong when they accepted the'
Teller amendment, have no doubt
tnat the president would be justified
in taping any step whith his judg-
Meet might sanction to compel the
'Cubans to behave themselves and :ive
I up to their obligations.
They believe that the time is not
far distant when Senator Cockreleis
;prophecy that the American flag
woaLl. be carried through the itreets
of Haeane to the music of fle ,and
drum will be realized. The Cubans
h!t emeelves certainly appear s.o he






A cross-country comedy set to music
"ENINNING GIRL
by CHAS. W. DOTY











and the handsomest singing chorus
in America. '
Two Carloads of Scenery andHens's.
Nothing ever seen like it before.
Direct from the Garrick Theatre St.
Louis.
Pricesos, 35, 50, 75, $r and $1.50.






mas. Start an ac-
count today and
watch it grow.



















IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURR BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND IIICKLT TO PER
FECT HEALTH.





The kind that don't spring a
leak every time you use them.
They are made of new rubber
—rubber that has stretch in it








ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE. 
SUCHA REPUTATION IN PA-







7th 41! Jackson Sta. phone see,& Clay Soo Phone 3Ils
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST loc.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone aso.




TO BUY THE BEST WATCH
YOU CAN AFFORD. AT OUR
PRIES ANYBODY CAN AFFORD
A GOOD ONE
s
WE HAVE NO WATCHES AT
ANY PRICE THAT WE CAN'T
WARRANT TO KEEP GOOD,
TIME.
J. L. W OLFF
JEWELER.
THE WINNING GIRL TONIGHT
would rise to such a great 'height that
it would wash away ten thousand
homes.
Packed Up.
One of the most extraordinary in-
cidents in connection with this, panic
was that the prior of St. Bartholo-
mew's closed the priory, loaded sev-
eral boats with stocks of provisions,
and had them conveyed in wagons to
a building he erected, regardless of
cost, at liarrow-on-the-Hild. Then he
and all the Monks, together with a
number of expert rowers, departed
his well-provisioned ark, prepared fdr
all emergencies.
'Me day of the predicted devasta-
tion arrived. The river flowed on,
•
uncaring and uncoascioua of the com-
motion it was creating in its course.
Then darkness closed on the fateful
scene, with London still dry, with the
ten thousand houses left standing,
with the priory of St. Bartholomew's
still safe and sound, with the thou-
sands on the heights wishing they
had never left their homes.
MAKES HENS FLAVOR EGGS
Deacon Sloan of Zion City Has
Secret Feeding Process.
(Chicago Chronicle.)
Deacon Wan, of Zion Gty, says
there's no reason why a man shouldn't
have an egg with the flavor of an
orange for breakfast every morning
it his taste leads in that direction.
"Why, indeed?" comes the query of
those who have listened to hist Uttar-
lies and have become believer's. 
.
"Simply a question of fleeding" lays
Donal Ross and Mabel Fenton in the 
Winning Girl at the deacon.
The Kentucky To-Night.
The story of 'The Winrr:ng
the comedy set to music, which
 wiil
'come to The Kentucky t
onight. is
arse replete, with interekt. It conc
erns
young man who ha e a Aather th
at
-believes every nava should wor
k. Thad
:_young man proceeds to wo
rk, not
1,olotie his father, but all Iris 
father's
' friends, and as a co
nsequence, he
gets everybodY is all sorts of 
com-
plications that requ're three hour* 
of
laughter and mirth, coupled 
with
plenty of melo4j to undo. The 
win-
ning grl spoke of is the 
young :ady
who rides -with the Lenox • 
(ç
Country club, and' Mrs not only 
wise
but well; and in riding ehe fox 
to
cover, she wins for heL:elf a 
fortune
and a husband, ciesipte all 'the 
mach-
inations of the aforesaid young 
man.
The locale of the play is 
exceedingly
origirral and picturesque, com
bining
as it does a wimpse of a (faal
tionable
manicare establi. ham:a _.lrequent
ed
by th Fift Avenue set, and 
the
grouse:a of the famous Lenox 
Coun-
try club, diseloaing the 'Mant
el- of the
Hounds and the cross-country 
riders.
IL is in this scene that are i
ntrocluced
horses and hounds, which should 
in-
tcrest all who. have participate
d in
this gallant sport. A cast of 
unusual
*oral has been engaged by M
r.
Frank L. fberley, and includes C
aro-
line Hull. Mel Fenton, 
Blanche
Deyo,' Amy Lee, Charles F. Ros
s,
Frockrick Bond, Fletcher 
Norton,
Harry Farleigh, Mart E. Halsey,
 a
double extette of prima donnas
 and
half a hundred of the handsomest
 and






Thousands of people believe in an
early end of the Worlds says the 
Lan-
don Daily Mail. Thousands of 
peo-
ple have been expecting the en
d of
the world for years, and have 
been
disappointed. One well-known 
pxo-
phet 'has been foretelling the 
end of
-the world for 3o years or more. '
it is an awful thing to let the lea
se
of your premises fail in anti
cipation
-of the end of the world. The 
latest
• date fixed by the phophet for
 the lam
day of *Us age is either 
Thursday,
Miley 2, 1829, or April 1931—
but he
is Mill uncertain which, But 
between
-now and dog kingdcers or 
states
are to be redbeed to the ten of 
Cae-
sar's original Roman empire. Befo
re
this continental transformation , 
is




famines and pietilences. In the ta
t-
ter mostits of the end the earth is to
be visteiS by plagoea of noisome
sores—the sea, as well as the rive
rs
and fountain', is to run to blood, the
,.-11 is to scotch men for 15 days.
trio re is to -tie total .darkkness for
three days, and then earthquakes are
to shake down all cities.
•
Comtets Great Terror.
At one time comets used to be t
he
grand terror. Even educated pe
ople,
including astronomers, supposed that
one day a comet would bump afainst
the earth and either set it ablaze or
shatter it into space. In the middle
of the nineteeth century the greatest
alarm was manifested all over Europe
kit the comet which then appeared
should truth the world to atoms.
Mien, women and children cameto, tit
of their houses and watched ,trith
white, drawn faces the long, luminous
tail sweeping through the sky. I
n
sine course. the comet disaltipeared
from view and nothing happened.
London has had several end-of-the-
world panics. The famous Whistan
once predicted the world would come
to an end on a certain October 13.
The destruction of the *nighty city of
London, it was to mark the iieginning
of the end The inhabitant's were
seized with terror, Many blanched
faces were at the door. People
thronged the street terror-stricken.
They rushed to Islington, to Ham-
oettarl, and congregated in all the ad-
, joining fields to watch and wait,
limn after hour they waited till the
dawn of a nother day. They then felt
safe, and, tired and weary, went home,
leavieg the svprid intact.
London Trembles.
On another occaaion a panic was
caused in laldon by two eartheinake
shocke. 'the first Shock occurred on
Fef, 8, and down went sever
al big
-hiaineys iii Poplar and Limehouse
.
On Niorch 8 another shock occurre
d,
but was confined mostly to t
he 'dis-
tricts of lig/grate and Ha
mpstead.
The coincidence of the one shod- 
fol-
lowing the other at an interval of a
month exactly excited much 
coin-
mem. Thee it was that a 
crazy-
headed soldier named Bell ru
shed
through the streets pioclanning 
that
the ne. earthquake, which wou
ld oc-
cur on the corresponding day
 of
Aprit would destroy London a
s a
prelirrinary to the end of the world.
'People began to brood on the 
come
ing ca!amity. From brooding 
they
frightened themselves inter wild 
panic.
"Exactlyt," echo the believers.
The deacon's list of egg flavors isn't
eXhinisted when he speaks °I the
orange. A man can have an egg bit-
ter as vinegar or sharp as a lemon.
He can have one that is sickening in
its sweetness or intoxicating in its
aroma. In short, there is no flavor
know is to man that can not be„ repro-
duced eggs if the theories of
Deacon Sloan are correct.
The deacon hag been the friend of
the chicken for many years, but his
fr:endship did not ripen into compan-
ionship until one year ago. He had
been Purchasing hie eggs from the
general store. They were shipped to
Zion City. They were the kind that
couldn't be poached, but must be
scrambled. Scrambled eggs did not
appeal to the deacon. He so in-
formed one of his frientia
Goes Into Chicken-Raising.
"Raise your own chickens," ad-
vised the friend.
"But I have rio good eggs to start
a brood," objected the deacon.




And the deacon's interest in poul-
try was renewed. In a few month
.%
he was compelled to build one hen-
house end then another. The dea-
con's iriesidship for the fowls. in-
creased. He gave them fresh water
in the morning. He renewed the sop-
ply at noon. He replenished the
trough at evening. He provided per-
sonal and individual roosts for the
chickens. He studied their wants and
psovided the food he thought would
serve them best.
Then came the discovery of the
Thousand-, made hasty preparat
ions
for departing from London befor
e the 'deacon. He 
learned, that by giving
great catastrophe occurred. 
Vast
northers -crept into the villages 
for
miles round as the day of doom c
ame
nearer. Fugitives of all classes pcaw-
ed into Harrow, Highgate, Blac
k-
heath, laliniton and Hhanostead, pa
y-
ing eatortionate rates for l
odging.
area of t1+ panic quickly extended.
Rich people Who had laughed bega
n
to tremble. Beginning to trembl
e,
they concerted measures for their
safety. Water seerafdl to offer great-
er protection than land. They rushed
to the Thames and crowded on the
merchant ships there waiting for
Wcatrniniater Abbey and St!'Patil's to 
That was not news. All Zion will
crash down. The eventful day came 
attest to that.
and passed, leaving London in its no
r- "Almost any flavor can be secured.-
Inal state Then there was a great I he
, continued: "The secret lies in the
rush home. Bell subsequently died in 
feeding. As many flavors can be se-
a lunatic asylum. . cu
rled as are found in rruits. There
is no end to the variations to ,be
Because a Hen Laid Egg. 
found in the egg. One can almost
Motet ,,.the pepper and salt through
Some years afterward there was a the medium
 of the food."
panic on a smaller scale at Leeds, in
Yorkshire. This happened because a
them ore kind of food that a certain
flavor could be detecttal in the egg.
When he cha the food the flavor
changed. He began to experiment.
Success was his own. And then
came mystery. The eggs provideekby
the deacon were different in flavor
from all other eggs found in Zion.
The deacon was requested to divulge
his secret. He was standing at the
entrance to the .hen yard, One foot
rested upon the first plank.
Can Flavor His Eggs.
"Eggs, have different flavors," he
began.
The success of Deacon Sloan bras
made chicken raisers of half the iciti-
hen laid an egg. It was not on ordi- tzens of Zion. 
Dieacon Davis is the
nary egg. It was an, egg inecribed' owner of a
oo fowls. Deacon Hol-
with certain writing announcing the linger who lives 
but a few steps
end of -the- wcrrid, The fame of that away, is devoting his ti
me to nearing
egg was noised abroad, and, strange White Wyandotte
!. Deacon Cook is
to re'.-ate, that ben coneilenced to lay partial to .hode Is
land Reds, C. L.
other eggs inscribed in a similar way. Greer will have n
one but tingle
The place of a miracle was soon be- combs, while Reacons Er
nest and
sieged by crowds of people anic'ous Shirley D. Williams s
ay that Pat-
to the amazing products of
the ben. They came away pale-faced
and distressed, 'believing that the end
of ail things was about to happen. WIRELESS MESSAGES




mind that it •
would be an excelfent thing to exam-
ine the eggs in a critical spirit. This
they did, only to discover that the
eggshad been written on with corro-
sive ink, and brutally forced back into
the hen's body. The panic ceased
from that day.
A few years before the great fire
London wee the scene of a panic evert
wilder than those which have been
previously described. The' prophets
on this occasion predicted the de-
struction of the city, not from comets
or eatthqeskes, but frawn the oyer-
flow of the river. On the first day of
February, they sail, the Thames
ridge' Cochins are the most satisfac-
tory fowls.
•
Washington, Nov. 6.—The operator
of the wireless telegraph on the bat-
tleship Kentucky 11;114 ouourted to the
bureau of equipment of the navy de-
partmeot that while the ship was ly-
ing in Hampton Roads he read two
, messages from the Wrest Virginia
which was conveying President
Roosevelt front New Orleans to Nor-
folk, The messages were being trans
,Initted to Key West, when the West
Virginia was 375 miles from that city.
, The distance at which the messages
were received on the Kentucky i,, es-




MDUCAH REAL ESTATh. VESTERNI=Clag. F=thERNEAS,
DIONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.





An elegant' line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.
Make your aelections now and
avoid the rush.
DICK E ollb BLACK
MERCHANT TAILOR&
516 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
Special to Farmers
•
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. RANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department,
Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings tank,
Room 3. Anser,-Ger. Nat. Bank.
TAKE NO SUBSTMITE
SCOTT BROS. .& CO.'S CELE-
BRATED
W. Me Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.





WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST.
Dr- Stamper,
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
309 Broadway.
Di. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE ANIT THROAT






Office of Comptroller of the Cusrancy.
Washington, D. C., Oct. to, too.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
preaented' to the undersigned it has
been made to appear that "The Pion
National Bank of Paducah," located
in the City of Paducah, in the Coun-
ty of McCracken and State of Ken-
tucky, has complicit with all the pro-
visions of the Act of Congress "SO en-
able National Banking Afsociations
to extend their corporate existence,
and fqr other purposes" approves July
12, t88a, as amended by the Act ap-
proved April 12, tocia;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, William
B. Ridgely, Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, do hereby certify that
First National Bank of Paducah," lo-
cated is the City of Paducah, in the
County of McCracken and State of
Kentucky, is authorized to have sue-
cession for the period specified is Na
arneaded articles of associatiott; same
ly, until close of business as October
to, 1•16.
In testimony whereof witaess r.
hand and seal of office this Tenth si
'of October, Ins.
'(SAE.) Wit B.
fitmptrollee of tire Curreicy.




OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear batik
Marshall County-, Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building,
New Phone sta. Old Phoebe 303,
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
„ „ I Subscellite Ito The Register. AI"-
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to IC. C.
Ross 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf sanspies for tints
In the city. Snits made to order.
%S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, hes Wyse
Worth of city property for Ws lead






Old Phone 4911 Red; New Phone p.
Paducah. Kentucky.
EXCU






$8.00 for the Rand
Trip to len)lessee river
and retort.
It is a trip of pleasure. .-.orn:...11
and rest; 'good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at p. m.
For other infurmatiOn apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, avast.
•-•





Rooms t, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of dui
state. Both phones st.
NOT/OE/
klighest price paid for eecond-band
Stoves ar2c:
FzUnqittirre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
216-220 COILTt street. Old phone 13111.
Clem Frausioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
•E ii. PURVEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms and 6 Register Building,









Roam r3 and Ls Columbia Building,
Old Phone tog.
FLOURNOY & REED
Taylor & Lucas, LAWYFpt
LAWYERS.




Room No. 3, Columbia Building.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHZART B'UtLDINO.
ISM phone 48 at the office, both
phatmse Rao at residents. Office beaus
7 to 9 a. m.; x to 3 p. m, 7 to 9 p.
N. T.Rivers,M. D.
EllOIRCE ice NORTH FIETH
TELEPHONES











Da. ROMP. J. RIVERS
new FFORTH FIFTH SINESEIf
Both Phones 353
*lice lairs g to is a. to., I te 3
p. at and 7 to 9 p. es. . 4





Rooms ma, IT and is. Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, ICY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, no
Nort hFifrh. Both Phone 335.
Residence Iasi Clay, Old Pboae zgys
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
WL in all cowls of Kers-
tricky and Illinois.
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.

























































Police Asked to Look ut For Ma
n
Who Borrows Monty on a
Farm Not If
The authoritiee generally have been
wired by the police daktnhent 
at
Rockford, IR., to look otq for 
John
Hoover wit 'ha number of 4Iia9e.s, 
of-
ing a reward of Ssoo.
This is his method of h king:
He will ',love over several farms
that are ior diistance fro
m
the county scat. Finallyi)secronclude
s
eleto buy one. T, the fa. th
at he
is a widower and is b,uyin,g the 
farm
for his son with whom be intends to
live. Asks him if there e- a Nottley
Public near there, or any jiisc who 
eigs
acknowkdge in a legal s.'ay any pa-
pers that are necessary to be 
drawn'.
Learns there is a notary at the village
near the farm. Aelcs the farmer if
he has the abstract of eire place 
and
gets the loan of it, explaining thait
he wants his lawyer to look it over.
He then calls on the notary at th
e
village and asks him to make out the
power of attorney saying that he
wants to send it to some friend or
relative in the east. .After getting
this—with the notary': seal_upon lit—
he either mekes or has made a d
upli-
tate of the seal Hs then goes to
the couide scat and calls upon some
real iesetate man or lawyer and tells
him that 'he is about to buy this
farm and asks him to kindly look
over the abstract and the county rec-
ords to stook the title ip correct. This
.os course is found all nWit. '44e the
n
asks the lawyer or real estate man to
draw up the deed for the farm, ex-
plaining who he is and why he wants
this particular fume and in other
wart melees himself "a good fellow."
He then says that as the prince of the
farm is takigg all •bis 'ready money,
and 'there ire many improvement* he
would Rice to make on the plate in
the way of buildings fences, etc., asks
the real estate man or lawyer if fie
knows of any money lender who
would like to make 'the: kind of a
lean. The real estate man of course
sees a little per cent in this kind of
a deal for self and accordingly tells
hi inthat he will secure the money
for him all right. He, Mr. Hoover,
then talcö the deed which has already
been draern op, together with the ab-
stract, aad gum to his hotel. There
be f the me of the farmer
and kiTlife, 
na 
 then plsoes the notary's
seal on Ilw deed in the way of an
acknowledgernent, and after a suit-
able ems calls again on the real es-
tate man and shows hirn the deell
properly, signed and acknowiedged.
He again explains that as he has paid
out all * ready money he would the
to secure the anseuse asked for on
the placer as •oon as poeiible, so that
he can return home and move his
family oa the farm. The real estate
man sends fix the party who items&
to loan the money. This party on
his arrival looks river the deed, takes
a note for the amount asked for,
also a •nortgage On the farrictet se-
cure the payment of the principal of
the note and interest thereon, which
be record', and then the money is
laid over 'lid this "Msy gentleman"
skip, the town.
His discriptinn is as follows:
About so years old.
'About 5 feet to or tt inehee tall.








Gene-rally wears block soft hat and
dark clotees.
Why He Opposes Coeducation.
(Hartford, Conn., Times.)
An objection to co-educational col-
leges which has not been much heard
of in public is stated by a professor
ln one ot/oiem. He has taught there
• -de 30;32ed and at first was a
re le of -lee system. Now
alaPilbruld like to receive a
lain 3,3 re university. And the
and the ho1I is what he calls the
tleptpct*js, "s passion for turn-
to a social affair,
mem favored boribes in detail the
providing for tie the women's side
Ink) too assembe development of
secure the thishol society, the cheer
foc•its adoption. rds it, and closes
Elista Dyer s ( that the few who
mayor of Provid as students will
qf -Witt t,490 odd. where women
rich (T)em). isply themselves to
repbblitan may think Anne snciety
years. Mayor'
Newport. head, .
mint for manyelF THE
candidate for it 'LAW& NEEDED.
ed by Retort C. _
vote". Detnotrati .euott ,revenue
en in Pawtucket, 
of
Lexington
Central Fails. s of die month.
in Nei commission has
1.-Ancorn, Neg., if a somber of
  sr before it and






During the dinner hour, a few even-
ings ago, little Mn. Noseipliced pat-
tered into the Kinnockees, her next
door neighbors, carrying in her hand
something on her nicest dish and cov-
ered over by her snowiest napkin.
She found Mr. and Mrs. Kin-
noeher seated at denoer in the base-
ment dining room.
"I thought I'd fetich over half of
one of the snveet potato pies for you
to try," said little Mrs. Noospliced in
her pleasont way. "1 think I was
real socoessful with the pies today,
anti I--
"Now, isn't that just as sweet of
you wit it can bet" ecstatically ex-
claimed Mrs. Kinnocker, taking the
dish from Mrs. Noosplic,sid. "And so
perfectly dear and thoughtful of you!
And so fortunate and timely, too! It
just happens that we freve no desiket
for i:Anner today, • and, my won't this
pie taste go041 Succestfull Why, it
looks like-a perfect picturel" and Mee
Kinnocloer removed theesnowy nap-
kin front the pie and gazed at it de-
UlitteeRY. "Why, it eme only this
very aliternoon that I was thinking
that I'd just love some sweet potato
pis, and here it is brought hy the
dearest iitde woman in the work."
"By kinks, but I sun am glad you
brought It 101/421. Mrs. Noospliced,"
chimed in Mr. Kirerocker. "Makes
my mouth water just to look at that
pie—does, for a fact! Urn—yum-yurn
—I could oat a dozen pies that look
like that, and holier for more, hon-
est Injun I could! What a fortunate
beggar Ned Nompliced is, to be sure,
to •haee a little wife that can get up
things that look so attractiveMe
I'm glad you're plies:est and
I hope you'll like it!" seed little ;Mrs.
Noospliced, and then ehe ran back to
her onw abode.
Mr. and Mrs. Kinnockeid gazed at
each other in a deprecatory sort of
way after little Mrs. Nooepliced had
qeparted.
Mrs. Kinnocker pecked a corner off
the edge crust of the pie-
'Looks kind o' yallery and stringy,
don't you thin& so?" said she to Mr.
Kinmecload. "And, goodness gracious,
what a stingy little bit of a layer
filling she's put in it. And I jtat
know the bottom crust is as soggy as
it can be, too. Don't let the baby get
at it. Want a piece of it?"
"Who,' iner snapped Mr. Kin-
nockee, "Well, I should say not!
What do you take 111Ie for, anyway?
You know. blamed well that I don't
want a piece of it—what's the use of
asking silly questions like that? No
mysteries pies in mina, thanks! No,
ma'am! r 'have all I can attend to to
handle the pies dna sae ebanufactured
under my own vine and figteee with-
out eating up other Nike' inflict Say,
that bald a pie looks hke a damp
night over pound Greenwood Ceme-
tery, anyhow. doesn't it? Nix! None
for me! I wounidn't go u9 against a
slab o' that pie for a dollar:eighty,
bed as I need the money!"
Coomqsently, the haW of a peke
potato pie was deposited at the very
bottom of the gaebage barrel in or-
(ke that little Misc. Nooepliced could
by no aceident or pOssibility see it
again.
Later in the evening little Mrs.
Nloospliced an over to the
nockers' house
"Well, you smart little thing, you!"
rapturously exclaimed Mks. Kitistock-
er. "If that sweet potato pie of
yours, wasn't perfectly delicionsl How
in the were) did you get the oreet
potato of just that coneistency—I'm
sure I've tried no a thousand times,
end never corddl And the flavor!
Dear me, I do have such troubles
trying to . make pies! Won't you
come over the very first cgance yep
get and chow me how to make them
like you de my dear?" •
"Welt, eh I've got to say is," "aid
Mr. Kinnockee to little Mrs!. Nod:
spliced, 'if I cottlel get pie like tato
in this plant you'd' never gee me go-
ing out, even one night a year--
wouldn't care to ever let go of a
place where such pies were made—
and that goes as it lays," and Mr.
Kinnockee regarded little Mrs. Noe-
spiced with an approving eye. •




The adjournment for two weeks of
the New York state life insurance in-
vestigation committee makes timely a
survey of the actual conditions dis-
closed:
t. That "mutuality" of the mutual
companies., in so far as it claims to
give the policy holders actual appoint-
ment and removal of the managers, is
A delusion The physical imposisi-
14lity of anything like a majority of
policy 'holders anembling, and the
perversions of the proxy system, have
made real choice of their trustees by
the policy holders impossible.
The drily remedies for this condi-
tion we-mid seem to be eitherta truly
democratic and representative organ-
ization of policy holders, such as
some of the fraternal insurance so-
cieties have, pr the mail ' allot system
Which the great Australian company
successfully lists.
2. In the three great companies
chiefly investigated—th Mutual Life,
the Equitable, and the Ne wYork Life
—extravagance, spectilatioti with trust
funds, reckless expenditure in the pur-
chase of "mw business," flagrant pep-
•
°tie* abuse of the power of trustees
from personal profit, deception of
public authorities in sworn official re-
port* from personal profit, deception
of public and of the public in 'esti-
mates of profits," corruption of leg-
islatprs and other public officials, and,
wort of all a lowness of moral stand-
ar* eihich regards these things as a
nvatier of course, have been demon-
straied to the moral, if not the legal,
conviction of their present, or former
responsible managers.
In the Equitable these disclosures
are said to be bringing about a re-
formation whose claims to public con-
dosce rest entirely on the command-
ing *personality of Grover Cleveland
as a dominating influence therein.
Without M. Cleveland's presence the
chiely investigated--the Mutual Life,
reformed would get no credit at all
with, the general public. With respect
to le llifetual Life and the New York
life, it is plain that the McCurdy and
MeCall control will have to be ended
as die Hyde-Alexander control was
in the Equitable, before these com-
panies can hope even to begin to re-
gain - general public confidence.
3.) And this brings us to the third
point that has been made clear. This
is Meat all the great companies so far
inveetigated—nothing is here affirmed
as to some others which need investi-
gatiqn—are entirely solvent so fair
with, respect to ability to pay at the
appointed time what has been prom-
ieed to the heirs of their policy hold-
ers. In the face of a tempest of sus-
picion that would have wrecked the
Bank of England they have gone on
paying every death claim when due
to the last cent. ,
This is a striking proof of the es-
sential soundness of the Arnedcan life
insurance system, in spite of the pro-
fligate conduct of some of its leading
trustees. These unfaithful trustees
must be removed—in one case pru-
dence suggests that they be removed
quickly lest waste of assets follow
waste of surplus—but when the work
of reformation *ow begun is com-
pleted there is not the least doubt
that this great fiduciary system will
emerge stronger and more beneficent
than ever before.
LOG HUT IN THE
PRIMEVAL FOREST.
A Wife's Prison "Home" for Twenty-
Six Long Years.
Lima, Ohio, Nov. 7.—The petition
for divorce filed today by Mrs.
Frances Miller is based on peculiar
grountla Mks. Miller contends that
her life with Miller for 26 years has
been one of complete isolation from
the world, although they lived only
five miles from this ceyes She says
that during that time she veas practic-
ally imprisoned iii a story and-a-half
log cabin, which was built in the In-
dian daye, deep in the forest, and
with ao road or we* leading to it,
except a pat-h through the' woods.
Mrs. Miller's description of her
"home* is that the logs have become
o iteamesed as to allow the elements
free play, "'bile the 'loft" in ithich
have slept the parents and eight chih
dren, ranging in ages front a to 18
leers., ao more than a "roost,"
thoeurh the covering ed which can be
viewed the heavens as from. a mod-
ern observatory, and where it has. not
been unusual for the waking family
fiest to shake off drifts of snow gath-
ered on their bunks id wintry nights.
In her sworn pleading the wife tells
of cruelties caused from drink and
beteg driven it times from even this
hovel. and her husband having placed
the children as they teach the age of
12 in a state of peonage, forbidding
them to return borne. Weakened in
health from these attacks the wife
ask.', divorce, the custody of the chil-
dren, a matl airm just left the de-
fendairt by hie mother and, the old
family cow, which one purchased





Containing Names of Prize
Winners.
Sioux City, la., Nov. 7.—News-
papers all over the state are in re-
ceipt of a circular 'letter from a Des
Moines , newspaper apprhing them
that the poetoffice authorities at
Waiihington have held, that report, of
prize winners at euchre and whist
partres wil suffice under the anti-
lottery law to exclude any newspapers
from the mails.
The new "paper in qtiestion states
that its presses were stopped one day
last week and thirty minutes' delay
ensued in order to remove from its
columns a statement that Mrs. Jones
had won a cut gla a water pitcher and
Mrs. Smith had won a chafing dish
at ,Mrs. Johnson's card party.
The Des Moines pestmaeter after
cerefiely trailing his insttuctirms, de-
cided that such report; should ex-
clude a newspaper from the mails
quite as meth as the report of a
raffle, lottery, or other gambling de-
vice. He telegraphed the department
at Wavhington, mind was. adveed by it
that his construction of the postoffice
rules Was literally correct, but that
the department had never eiree fit to
enforce, the rule as against report, of
society card genre's. That left the
question open, and Iowa editors are
seised to secure the intervention of
tip* congreeestien.
As it is now it in tra to the post-
masters to say whether the papers
shoo* be bar••••4 or not.
ALL ALONE WITH
THE DEAD PILOT,
In Launch He Could not Steer Was
Man's Experience.
Detroit, Nlich., Nov. 7—Afloat in a
launch with a corpse as his sole com-
panion and not knowing how to step
the !speeding buat,ewas. the _thrilling.
experience of James Parker, of. Find-
lay, Ohio, in tae North channel of -St.
Clan 'river. •
Mr. Parker had been visiting Den'-
ma Gebeau, a well-known contractor
at the Flats, and Mr. Gebtau Was tak-
ing him in his !smirch. to Pearl-Beach
to catoh the 9:50 for Detroit. About
two rules below Pearl Beach Mr.
Gebeau turned arotred to adjust some-
thing on the engine. When he turned
to the whey': again he suddenly col-
lapsed. Mr. Parker who .was stated
in the :tern of the boat, went forward
to assist W.111, but Gebeau expired al-
most ireantly.
All this time the launch was speed-
ing on. Mr. Parker knew nothing of
the workings of the boat. It headed
fpr the rushes near shpre and threat-
ened to run aground. The bewildered
man 'had seen hie dead companion
work the wheel. He grasped it and
after a couple of turns !carried to
:wing the boat. He succeeded in get-
ting the little craft into deep water,
but was utterly ignorant as to how to
bring it to a standstill
Keeping the :aunch on a straight
course Mr. Parker came in sight of
Pearl Beach in another half hour.
Again the predicament of stopping
the- aunch kusred him in the face but
he was equal to the occasion!. The
boat spt I by Warclell's grocery, cir-
cled around and came back only to
repeat performance. People in
the ttore were attracted by the
strange ections of the boat and after
it had made several more circles a
launch was sent out to ascertain the
trouble. Ail power was turned en 
Lv. Paducah 
the eecond launch and after an ex- Ar• Cart"mdale• •
citing chase the boat bearing the 
Ar. Chicago 
corpse was overtaken. A man clam- 
Ar. St. Louis 
bored on board and shut off the en-
gine, a)ter which the craft was towed
ashore.
Heart disease is supposed to have
been the cause of Mr. Gebeau's death.
He Was 61 yam's old and leaves a
widow and three children. For sev-
eral years Mr. Gebeau 'has been re-
tiree from business and lived in his
house on Pearl Beadle where he
spent the AWE:MUM in cruieing about
in his yacht.
TO BATTLE WITH WILD
ANIMALS OF AMAZON.
One of the most advertur.us ex-
peditions of recent times is now on
its way out front Liverpool, and will
in five teener, of a few days arrive at
the River Amazon, where an exciting
time is in sliore foe them.
They will have difficiskies to °vie-
come that will tax their abilities to
the utmost, but there is a big suns at
stake, and it may be taken for granted
that no effort will be spared in order
to bring the task to a successful is-
sue.
The object of the expedition, is to
try -arid save a cargo of rubber which
went down with the Liverpool liner
Cyril, which was sunk in a collision
with the Anseim in the River Ama-
Zen
Amongst the cargo of the Cyril
were many tons of Para rubber valued
at t 4d000 pounds, and the insurers
have decided to make strenuous 'ef-
forts to recover Nee
Thu; the expedition is after no my-
thical treasure, as is usually the case
with treasure-seeking expeditions.
The work will be an extremely
difficult and dangerous one. The
Cyril sank in fifteens fathoms- of water
and capsizes! as she
There ie a very powerful current
running in the River Amazon--en
powerful that to undertake salvage
work under such cooditions is a mat-
ter of extreme difficulty anti danger.
(Then the river Swarms with alli-
gators) and crocodilet, which are un-
dedrable things to meet when one is
a work under sea.
It is probable that one side of the
Cyril will have to be blown up with
dynamite, an extremely difficult task
in itself, and altogether there is an
adventurous time 4n store for the par-
ty who sailed. from Lives-Pool.
If the expedition should prove suc-
cessful it will be one of the mo t
note-worthy salvage operations ef'ff
undertaken. It is said that efforts
kcally to save the rubber cargo of
the Cyril had to be given up owing to
the dangerous nature of the work—
Manchester, Eng.. Chrorricle.
FOR A BURGLAR.
He Mistook His House Guest and the
Postmaster Killed Him.
Central City, Ky., Nov. 7.---A de-
ploralsle tragedy occurred at a very
early hour Tuesday, when Postmaster
Tom Sweeney, of Hnreh, Mpitlen-
berg county, mtiMaking Morn Alfididta-
ton I ir a hoe:- 'ar, feed ihe !OTC°
killed Mickiktoili instantly. sOU111 THIRD ST,mid.rtleton and Sweeney hied always 
been thethe hest of friends, and be was
a guest at the home of he pmemaster.
He got up ear4r4o go to the yard and
was rettsrsing- to hie room' when
Sweeney awakened from his sleep,
opened fire on ins guest .and killed
him. Sweeney is inconsolable web I s
grief Middleton was a sing4e men bs





















Leave Horse Branch 










Arrive Jackson  
Arrive Memphis_
Arrive New Orleans-







  10:30 p.m._ _ _




























North 'Bound. No. ma
Leave New Orleans  7:10 p.m.
Leave Memphis  6:5o 3.M,
Leave Jackson, Tenn....,...• • • • • • • • •
Leave Rives  942 a.m.
Leave Gibbs  9:48 a.m.
Leave Fulton  to:to a.m.
Arrive Paducah  Ns= amt.
Leave Paducah  11:25 axis.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville  3 .50 ).111.
Arrive Evansville  6:25 p.m.
Arrive Nortenville  1:28 p.m.
Arrive Central City  1:95 p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch  3:0P p.m.
Arrive Owensboro  4:55 pm.
Arrive Louisville  5'35 P.M.






























































































Trying marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains 
run
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through oeepers between Cincinnati
,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between L
ouisville,
Memphis and New Orleans Trains Rot and 822 sleepers between 
Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOT:, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, III.
C. C. M'CARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVIR BEEN OFFERED TO THE IdUBLIC. YOU C
AN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL; CEILIgG AND BORD/elt TO MA
TCH
FOR THE stwALL SU:1 61? ONLY 65 CENTS. NieE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARi; SELLING AT
 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY tac PER 
SdNGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL 
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc,
 zoo 15c, ate
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL 
PRICES
TO SUIT' THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFEC
T, INGRATNS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEV
'e.ATILA C.:‘
•
OR AND LOVELY AFFRING2D BORDERS TO MAT
CH. ALL,
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS, THE VERY LATEST DE-
S19NS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
t
OF BEADIN.OS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ...ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES A
ND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
•
LEE*
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakerc nnd Embalmers.
PADUCAH. KY
MAIM, TUNER & CO.









- The Iligh school football team of
tin citifies arranged for another
game bo be player next Saturday
afternoon, here 4itil the club coming
from Mefropobis..
—Eder. 0. Leigh has ualined as
administrator of the estate of his
mother, the late Mrs. Mary Leigh.
—Conductor Bea...Cullom, of. the
Princeton rock train run, is suffering
from painilully injured foot, having
stePoeci%on a sharp nail.
—The German club of the high
school meets Friday evening at Supt.
Lieb's office. •
—Word from, Richmond, Va., is
that Mr. and Uibt. E. B. Kirk afe jtbe.
parent- of a glekbairy. They.foromerly
lived here, the father being cOrtnect-




Library Trustees Will Gather This
Afternoon at 4 O'Clock.
President E. W. Begby, of the Car-
negie Library,thad intended to daa*
tin board of diem-tors meet this even-
ing at theinittling-in monthly ses-
sion instead of last night, which was
the regalar date for the morghly ses-
sion, but yesterday he clanged the
time until 4 o'clock this afternoon for
*the adjourned session.
ELEVATOR.
Yesterday There Appeared the RI
lion Card of -Broke Down."
Yesterday on the cage surrounding
the polio* ce eievatrk war
Card lallalab adorns that place every
election 'day, bearing the words;
, being repaired." A
C;CKC showed no electrkian or
others nd there repairing the ele
valor, a4 probabilities are it will re-
, legnisre thin morning without the knock
•Arii‘a Wenner.
Every erection dtty the public has
So walk tip and down the long steps
(he imatofacie where,- the federal
government has pot an elevator and
Sender, who is !apposed to operate
the elevator that -day as well as on
other occasions, for the benefit of
:stitizens at krge. The reason the
4tard was up yesterdpy,nen because
Maher had the ne.gti. elieratorman
mit *stoking for the . paw, and the
matter was -let Roo .for the
being. Much Complefint was
about it.
. A. SREC/AL MEETING
IN the Cengal Labor,A.;nioniaedees-
ni t at 7.:3o for' the purpo,e of
thr iate action in the inter-
est of e lecked-emi Street Car Men.
A special ate ting will be held Wed-
nesday night, Nov 8.. Important thnt





( • velatid,' 0., Nov. 7.—A storro of
•
gre.,. viohocc raged over Lake* Erie
S itY1,!‘sItand today. The gale
reached nostiocity o tifty-four miles
lafeliirdr illsja morning, and a tempest-
onus ilea was kicked up.
Early yesterday the iffe-saving crew
went out in a surf boat to a big steel
apparently in distress b•ting
off Euclid beach. It was
however. that while the yes-
listed and laboring heavily'.




Misses Elizabeth and Eva Cal&
well, of Natchitoches, La., are visiting
Dr. Delia Caldwell.
Mrs. We W. Williamson, of Roan-
oke, Va., left yesterday for her home,
after visiting her parents, ',qr. and,
Mrs. William Mercer, of Broadway,
near Twelfth street.
Dr. H. P. Sights yesterday went to
Evansville, Ind., to attend the Ohio
Valley Medical Society.
Nit-. Joe K. Exall yesterday returned
from a trip through West Tennessee
and Kentucky.
Mks. M. F. Emery has gone to
Grand Rivers for a several days' stay,
her brother, Mk. James Ferriman, be-
ing ill.
Mr. B. H. Martin, of Paris, Tenn.,
has returned home after visiting his
son,sMir. Charles Martin, of West
Madison street.
Mr. A. M. Dustin, of Baring& Cross,
Ark, is visiting here. He was for-
merly foreman of the I. C shops'
boiler department.
Hon. MD. Ferguson this morning
went to Louisville to attend the meet-
ing of the State Railroad commission,
of which he is a member.
(Lawyer I. B. Allensworth and Mr.
W. ,Pendleton. of Hople'nsville,
passed, through here yesterday en
route to Texas.
Capt. 0. Bauer, of G-0.1conda, Ill.,
returned 'home yesterday after a husi-'
ness trip here.
Mk- .Edward 0. Leigh returned to
Frankfoet yesterday at noon.
Mr. Tires. Baker yesterday *ent
to Eddyville for a visit.
M. WAtAlifilne went to Eddirille
yesterday to vote. 41
M. Walter Baxter Pace, of Louis-
• •1(11.1'
ville, is in the city visiting •Mr.
coe Burnett. ..
Steamboat Inspectors Green and
McDonald, of Nashville, Tenn., yes-
terday inspectz;d the steamer War-
renn and found her all right.
Miesshs. Vernon Cline of NasIrvilde,
J. W. Poweil?411.-ouisville and John
M. Smith, of New York, arrived here







i,Last week by local
. 
 cn-
H'ood, of the switch"
in the local yards, has
oes to Wichita Falls,
a position.
. Tkueheart, of Louis-
ville, arrived in the city yesterday on
btaineiit
Ver-
non, TS.?"1:isiting in the city.
M s Jones, of Mount 
Mi. Dan Adams returned from May
field yesterday at noon.
Or. 1. Q. Taylor went' to Princeton
yesterday.
ihAr. R. J. Turnbull went to Evans-
ville 3reaterday.
'Mrs. Roy W. McKinney has re-
turned from. Cadia. Ky.. where she
visite' 'after attiang the State U.
D. C. at Bowlin"teen.
Mir. Harry G Tandy. pf Frankfort,
arrived Jire yesterday to vote. He
Mr. rid Desherger is here frri nt
Vincennes, Ind., to visit his brother,
Mr.' Joseph Desberger. They conduct
a branch store at that city.
THE MS
This arta:noon at., s o'tiocit ttsere
will get away for the Tleanesses river
Padoillinerallspdid:,gibe rpmes hack
again next Monday night.
•The steamier- Dirk Fowler skips out
again for Cairo at S o'clock this
morning and trolmes back tonight at
shout t ç o'clock.
The Henri Harley will tome „in to-
day foam Evansrillt and leaves
tnedisvihen her retaro for *4 .
Tire Wirrenn west to Eva
yesterda)gand comes back aganti to-
ma
The mucky comes out of till
Tennessee river tomorrow night and
lays he-re anti, •o'clock Sat at (lily a f-
ternoon before skipping *way on her
return to drat waterway.
The City -of Saltillo gets to St.
Louis today and leaves there tomor-
row en route bark to the fenneasee
river. Srie passes here Saturday
morrang on her way up.
The City of Savaninah is (hie to
pis out of here late tomorrow night
or Friday morning en route from the
1.11111C99rr r-reer back to St. Louis.
The transfer boat DoKriveli has re-
sumed her trade of carrying the I.
C. trains across from here to Brock-
port. White she was being repaired
the Duncan filled her place, burthe
latter is now' bet ig repaired, haring
been. taken to the mouth of the Ten-
-rev river fo-r that • purpose.
SOCIAL NQTES
MARRIAGE OF MISS EUGENIA





,Friends 'here were happily sur-
prised to receive word yesterday
morning from Regina, B. C., of the
marriage there Oct. 31 of 'Ass Eu-
genia Clark of this city to Mr. Henry
Horace Cleugh of that place. The
marriage occurred at the St. Paul's
Episcopal church of that city, wit-
nessed by only a few friends and
relatives.
Miss Clark is the daughter of Mrs.
S. H. Clark of Ninth and Clay 'streets
and over a month since went to San
Francisco, Cak, to attend the no-
tional Daughters of the Corrfeckracy
convention as delegate from this city.
The other representative was Miss
May V. Patterson, and when the gath
ering was over the latter returned
home by- way of Texas, while Miss
Clark, went to Regina to visit the
sister of her -fiancee. The wedding
was set to occur here in Parkrcah this
month, but business engagements de-
manded the constant attention of the
groom and after the arrival of his
intended at Regina they arranged for
the nuptials to occur there immedi-
ately.
The groom comes of a ''stingaish-
ed Canadian family and own; a gold
mine on that foreign possession. Hk
is related to the nobility of England,
and has been honored many times in
public ways.
T'he bride is a most talented and
effective writer of prose and poetry
and ranks among the cleverest wo-
men of this state. She is a descend-
ant of George Roars Clark on her
father', side and ot the famous Re-
rie'aU family from her mother's side
of the -house. She has long been one
of Padocah's best known ladies and
is popular with everybody.
it %nines, demanding that Mr. Cm-
go to Northern Canada this win-
ter, he shortly leaves for there, while
his bride comes to Paducah to remain
until next springs
Mueiesia Cab.
Mrs. David M. Flournoy and Mrs.
George B. Hart have organized a
matinee musicale club for this eiTy
and tomorrow afternoon the first
tire session will be held at the resi-
dence of Mrs. Bettie Buckner, on
'Eighth and Jefferson streets. The ob-
ject ok Ole combination is to pro-
Mote vocal and instrumental Ins*
in thislaity, and .sakest the, body „.-ta
corripta in detail a (Meting willAe l
held otbiee each week, at wheats time
excellently arranged programs will be
rendered. These meetings are for the
active "embers, who are Mrs David
Flournoy, Mks. George Bmptioart, Mina
Adah Brazelton, Mlais Anne Bradshaw
Mks. WI C Schoftel& Miss Ethel
Brookle, Miss Faith Langstaff, Mks.
Clarence Shert01, Mrs. J. D. MIncquot.
Miss Aline Bagby, Asses Fannie and
Rego Coleman, Miss Ltslu Reed and
Mks. James Weille.
Associate members will be admitted
also, but only at the open sessions,
which will be held evenings. Soma
-ea the near future the club will
get a number of prominent artiste to
come here from over the country.
Prof. Harry Gilbert has lent his
efforts to every entertainment in this
city and account this the ladies have
made him an honorary member, the
only gentleman in the body.•
agenda
*POPULAR WANTS
For Rent—Store 'house now occu-
pied by Jones InstailmeurreompatlY,
Nos. 121-123 North Fourth street. AP-
ply to Thompson-Wi:son Co.
RF.NiT—Three unfurnished
rooms- for light housekeeping, at 438
Soath Sixth.
Blue Poirits at Ragan's Cafe today,
1 cent each. Old 'phone oo6-red.
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire torS Trimble street.
YOR RENT—Furnished room
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
 1
FOR SALE—Wagon, horse midi
harness, all in good shape. Apply to'
71'9 S. mt.
'Money in Timber Landa.
Fortunes have been made and can
easily be made today by buying Ar-
kansas rich river bottom lands, heav-
ily covered with timber, at a nominal
price, holding the hind for a few years
antl then selling the timber at twice
the price the land and timber both
cost and then have the land cleared
and sell it for five times the original
purchase price arid sometimes ten
timm the cost. We have a proposi-
tion of this kind in 1,6o acres of
land in ArIcasasos at only $3.5o per
act-'. One-third cash, balance I and 2
years, at 6 per cent. This land when
clear will rent for $5.aa per acre per
year. Full particulars on request.
IDGAR W. WHITTEMORE REAL
ESTATE AGENCY.






Pittsburg Coat \Co. 
41%
Our Sheet Music Sole
Continues Until November 11th.
YOU CERTAINLY MISS THE CHANCE OF THE YEAR TO
RUY THE LATE SONGS AND INSTRUMENTAL HITS AT BAR-
GAIN PRICES t.YNLESS YOU COME TO US THIS NtXT WEEK
ALL THE LATE COPYRIGHT NOVELS AT CUT PRICES
FIN'S STATIONERY BY THE BOX OR AT CUT
Galwanized Rubber Roofing war- I PRICES
ranted for steep or flat roof or over OUR MAGAZINE CLUB'. LS GROWING.




 GROUND FLOOR AND SAVE MONEY.
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co.. Chi-
cago, G. R. Davis & Bro., local 
le
5.-A Horse Blankets are Ake beat
Sold_ by Powe.:1-Rogers Co.
We have era to sell—you want•
'em—s-A Plash Robes, $a.. be
likoweileitesers Co.
Charity Club.
Tomorrow morning at to:;so o'clock
Charity Club will meet with Miss
Comic Grundy at ber borne on North
Seventh near Jefferson street. The




The Isfagazine Club dill meet to-
morrow afternoon with Mrs. George
Langstaff, Jr., it their home on Ken-
tucky avenue near Seventh street. Re-
ports will be rendered irom the Lit-
ervy Digest, Atlantic Minnthly. Har-
pies, lilibbard's Journeys, McClure's,
Outioolt and North American Re-
view.
Powhattan Rehearsal
The rehearsal yectenlay afternoon
at the Redmen's hall by the Pon-hat-
tan cast Was attended by the dancers
and chorus, and they are doing well
with their practices thus far. Mr.
Baker will gradually get things well
in hand' with a little training and put
on a fine play. He expects to have
the personnel of hi, cast decided com-
pletely today.
I Tickets 011 Sale.
clirb.rrpIiag for their grand our-
edit Ilk+ id at tht Kentucky, the
Datighetrs of the American Revolu-
tion Davit pm tickets on sale at Oekt-
schlaeger's, Walker% and MkPberi
son's ch-eg stores, Ogilvie's dry goods
home arer ed Oneepserciat club. Tins
money ftent the concert goes
to the fund being raised by the city
to purchase a fine silver service for
the ger/beet Paducah, named after
this city.
Summar Theater.
thfinager Y. C. Alley, of the Cin-
derella company, that played yester-
day arid Monday night, at the Ken-
tucky, yesterday called on ri event!
Mianager John Bieecker of tbi street
railway company and conferred, with
him regarding putting the Casiho at
Wallace Park on the circuit of sum-
mer playhouses Mr. Alley operates
at Knoxville, Chattanooga. (Hanes-,
viTle, Nashville and other places. He
wants Paducah included next year and
talked the meter over with Mr.
Bleecker, but nothing definite will be
done until next spring. Mr. Bleecker
states, however, that the sunvner the-
ater will be improved, in -every par-
ticular possible.
Cousin Married.
Miss Mayme Baynham, librarian of
the Carnegie library, has received
word that her cousin, Mr. Mack Bayn
ham, married recently Miss Annie
Holland of the same neighborhood
The groom is a prosperous young far-
mer,
Christmas Bazaar.
The Broadway Mkt hodist church
ladies }rave 'arranged to give their
Christmas bazaar on Dec. 14, 15, 16.
Chrysanthemum Show.
Brunson, the florists, will give their
a nn mat chrysanthemum abo:v Thurs-
day, Friday - and Saturday of tirk
week, at their city store underneath
the, Palmer, Everybody invited.
POUND








We Write Any4ting in Insurance
Officio 306 Broadway ishosse: Mice 383.-Rasideace4696
Che Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
411. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OkD WINDS AND WHISKIES
Everything seasdnabk in the eatable. line served to order.
film imonday lunch for as cents.
Fancy B. P. Rocha
To make roc,mr. for our stock the
coming winter ws will sell until De-
cember M, choice stock for $t each
or $5. for six—Ether gullets or cock-
erels. Mrs. W. L. Kennedy, Lola,
Ky.
;
trIr. Lillard D. Sanders
'44 his office from the
building to his residence
Sixth street, opposite
FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S,,PINEIFLOORINGUANDINALLIPTHER BUILDING NATIERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co
INCORPOILATILD.
Both iPhones;295.. -Prompt Delivery Eleventh and Tennessee Stree
UBAN
thud.)
